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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 30, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

Dr. Morgan who also is
chairman of the Department of
Human Development
Maryland,
at
Education
and
discussed "Emotion
Educational Practices."
"Emotion is a very important
part of living," he said, "and
anyone who is-going to live fully
is going to live fully emotionally
as well.
"Many people talk about the
experience backgrounds of
individuals, but they tend to
forget that each experience that
a person has is inbedded in an
emotional climate," he noted.
we organize our
"Just as
experience story, so must we
organize our emotional feelings
about that experience story,"
he went on, pointing out that
"sometimes the feeling inside of
us becomes more important to
us than the actual experience."
The thing that produces
emotion is the meaning that the
individual gives an experience,
he said, stressing that emotion
is a very "individual, unique,
personal and private kind of
On the school level, he said,
(See Morgan,Pages

House Blocks Social
Security Bill Friday
—
WASHINGTON ( AP )
House and Senate conferees today will attempt to salvage a
bill that would authorize a 5.6
per cent increase in Social Security benefits and, at the same
time, extend the national debt
ceiling so the Treasury can
continue functioning.
The measure was defeated
Friday night by a stunning 190185 vote that blocked the House
from formally considering it.
Without quick action today,
the nation's $465 billion debt
ceiling drops at midnight to
$400 billion. The actual debt is
approaching 1460 billion. Without the extension, the Treasury
could run out of operating
funds in little over a week.
The necessity for immediate
action forced Congress to virtually abandon its plan to start
a week's recess today.
The bill the House killed Fri-

day, with Republicans almost
solidly opposing it, was a topheavy structure the Senate had
unrelated
built by piling
amendments on a House-passed
measure, to extend the debt
ceiling.
It included the Social Security increase, effective next
April, a variety of other welfare and unemployment benefits, and such unrelated matters as a revision of the income
tax checkoff for presidential
campaign financing.
About half the cost of the Social Security and related benefits, estimated at more than $3
billion over two years, would
have been financed by a pay(See House,Page 8)

Steve Yarbrough reports on stock market conditions to an laierested customer, utilizing one of the
pieces of electronic machinery that give the Murray representatives access to 42 different bits of
information about any of countless stocks.
!Staff Photo by David Hill)

The Weather
Today, partly sunny and very
warm, with a chance of a thundershower during the afternoon
hours. Highs in the mid and upper 80s. Tonight, partly cloudy
and mild with a chance of a
thundershower. Lows in the upper 60s.
Sunday, considerable cloudiness with a chance of a thundershower, highs in the upper
80s.
Winds, southerly eight to 12
miles per hour today, diminishing to less than eight miles
per hour tonight.
Outlook for Monday, considerable cloudiness and very
warm, with a chance of showers.
Precipitation probabilities, 30
per cent today, tonight, and
Sunday

Mike Crider

I.M. Simon Company A
Unique Feature To City
By David Hill
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
"Tappan, up three-eighths,
General Motors, down a
quarter, ITT unchanged. Just
hang in there, things will look
better soon," Steve Yarbrough
reassures a customer.
Yarbrough is a representative for I.M. Simon and
Company, whose branch office
in Murray is unique for a city
this size. Normally stock
brokerage companies locate in
towns no smaller than 25,000;
Paducah has only one such
firm.
But Yarbrough attributes the
interest in stocks in Murray to
many things, not the least of
which is the University. "We
cater mostly to small investors," Yarbrough says,
noting that there are a few
"large" investors in Murray.
The Murray firm's customers
range in location from Miami to
Delaware and from Denver to
Chicago. Most of the out-of-town
customers are persons who
have lived in Murray and have
moved away.

Regina Windsor

Glenn Rudolph

Jane Gaines

Need For Prison Reform Is Seen
the grievances of people who
are confined in state reformatory institutions?"
Mike Crider, who lives at 1505
West Main and is employed at
Storey's Food Giant, said that
he believes that there is a need
for prison reform.
"A lot of this in the past years
has been triggered in a bad
manner," Crider said.
"I think that the idea behind it
is that a whole reform of our
prison system should be
brought about. I believe that the
answer to problems like this is
reforming people rather than
just putting them in prison."
"I don't feel like there is an
adequate situation here where
people are taken care of and
really reformed. They are just
more or less punished."
"They should have some type
of education, rather than just
making license plates. They
need to be trained for something

patient will be charged for
include oxygen, splints, bandages, etc., and will be charged
at the rate of 10 per cent over
the cost to the ambulance
service.
The ambulance crisis arose
December 18, 1972, when local
funeral home olierators informed the city and county that,
due to increased costs and increasingly rigid state and
federal requirements, they
would be unable to provide
ambulance service after July 1,
1973. The funeral home
operators have repeatedly

emphasized that it was with
regret that they made the
decision, but that it had become
economically impossible for
them to remain in the ambulance business.
City and county officials also
emphasized several times in the
pest six months that they have
been well satisfied with the
service given by the local
funeral homes.
Cy Miller, of Miller Funeral
Home in Hazel, has indicated
that he will provide ambulance
service for the Hazel area until
January 1, 1974.

West Virginia Counties
Have Ambulance Crisis
WILLIAMSON, W. Va. (AP)
— A large portion of Mingo
County's population heads on a
collision course with a medical
crisis. And impact is set for
midnight Saturday.
After that, 50,000 residents of
the Willamson-Delbarton-Matewan area will be left with no
ambulance service.
Those persons not Owning
cars or having acorns to private transportation will have to
take their chances with the
county's sparse forms of public
travel when faced with medical
emergencies.
The crisis will follow termination of ambulance services
by four area funeral homes
now supplying six anergesey
vehicles
While all maintain that it is
"economically unfeasible" to
remain in the ambulance business, their previously an-

nounced deadline for service in
reality is an ultimatum intended for the federal and state
governments.
"We have had a federally
funded ambulance service already promised by the Southern West Virginia Health Council,'.' said Ernest Ritchie, a local funeral director ending his
ambulance service Saturday
"Right now, all our funding
hopes are bogged down in
Charleston whre they've been
sitting on their butts for six
months."
Ambulance service for Mingo
and three other nearby counties
has been classified as a "top
priority item" by the health
4501111e4l, but funds must come
the Appalachian Regional
Commission after formal application by the governor's office
of federal and state relations.
(See Ambulance,Page 8)

Congress, Nixon Reach Terms To
End Cambodia Bombing August 15

What's Your Opinion?

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer
Last Sunday at the Kentucky
State Penitentiary in Eddyville,
three young inmates tried to
bring public attention to their
cause by holding four hostages
captive.
In the past months, there
have been outcries from
prisoners and some political
leaders for a program calling
for prison reform.
The politician can be heard,
but for the prisoner, it is
sometimes difficult to bring the
public to light.
Our "What's Your Opinion"
column for today deals with this
problem.
Four people were selected by
this Ledger & runes reporter
and asked the following
question: "In light of the recent
disruption at the Eddyville
prison, how much consideration
do you fee) should be given to

All systems appear to be "go"
as the Angel of Mercy Ambulance Service prepares to
take over emergency ambulance service in Calloway
County at midnight tonight
Jack York, president of the
Paducah based firm, said that
equipment will be moved in
today, at the new building for
the service at the corner of
Chestnut and Fourth.
After six months of discussion
and endeavors to secure an
ambulance service, County
Judge Robert O. Miller and City
Mayor Holmes Ellis signed a
two-year contract June 13 with
the Professional Ambulance
Service of Paducah.

The contract calla for a twoyear term, with the city and
county having the option to
renew for two more years.
Three ambulances will be on
call at all times, with the proper
staff and equipment for each,
aceeteting to the contract.
The city and county will pay,
on a 4040 basis, a $50,000 annual
Robert representatives have access subsidy, to be paid in equal
Yarbrough and
Moyer, also a representive for to 42 pieces of information about quarterly payments.
the firrn, handle about 500 ac- any of hundreds of stocks on the
In addition, the service will
counts in Murray. Eighty per exchanges. The phone rings,
also charge: $25 minimum
cent of their business is con- Moyer answers, and a Murray
plus adabout convalescent trip
asks
ducted over the phone, Yar- stockholder
and excharge
zone
ditional
brough says, and a good deal of American Motors."Volume 464,
pendable item charge; $30
their time is spent counseling unchanged at six and sevenemergency trip plus additional
and educating Murrayans on eighths," Moyer says.
and expendable
A long piece of equipment sone charge
investment poewitstlitiei.
75 cents per
the south wall Item charge;
I.M. Simon, which has its hanging on
loaded mile on out-of-county
giving
enter,
who
holds
all
Louis,
fascinates
St.
in
home office
trips, plus the base rate; zone
the longest continuously-held each transaction on the excharge will be based on the
seat on the New York Stock changes, and at the end of the
that the
the day, immediate quotations on distance from the city
of
west
Exchange
must travel Patambulance
Mississippi, and the second the closing prices of all stocks.
up in zone I will
A Western Union-type telex ients picked
longest in the nation. Simon is
charge,
connects the pay an additional $3
affiliatad with the American machine
zone 2 will pay $6 extra, and
entire
and
the
with
also,
Murray office
Stock Etchange,
zone 3 will be charged $9 extra;
operates three branch offices in nation by telegraph, also.
items which the
A typical order, which comes expendable
addition to the home firm
tranbe
will
In
telephone,
by
describes
Yarbrough
Murray as "a knowledgeable sacted within five minutes,
town." He has been here for Yarbrough says. There are two
four years, and had been with types of orders, market and
the Carbondale office of I.M. limited_ A market order means
Stmon for a year and a half that the customer authorizes
before that. Moyer became the broker to buy at the best
Murray prevailing price, while a limited
affiliated with the
office about a year and a half order sets a mixirnum at which
ago.
WASHINGTON ( Al") — Con(See Simon,Page 8 )
At the pnch of a button, the
gress and President Nixon have
reached a compromise agreement to halt all military action
In Indochina by Aug. 15.

Water Instructors
Needed For Course
Red Cross Water Safety Instructors and Senior Lifesaving
Certificate holders are needed
for a course program of
swimming lessons July 9 to 20
from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
according to a spokesman for
the local Red Cross chapter.
Lessons will be taught at the
university pool, beginners
the
swimmers
through
spokesman said.
"This may be the last opportunity for instructors to
receive their re-authorizations
to teach through 1974," the
spokesman pointed out.
Interested persons should call
the Red Cross office, at 753-1421.

Vol. LYXXXIV No. 155

Ambulance Service To
Begin Operation Today

Dr. Morgan Tells Teachers
Belonginess In Group Is
Necessary For Individuals
People would be incomplete
human beings unless they
became involved in some sort of
group activity, participants in
the second Children and Youth
Conference at Murray State
University were told Friday.
Dr. H. Gerthon Morgan,
director of the Institute for
Child Study at the University of
Maryland, told more than 200
Withers, administrators and
students attending the conference that "the group" is one
of education's most important
teaching agencies.
The
In speaking on
Belonginess in Groups," Dr.
Morgan told the participants
the psychological
that
feedback that comes to an individual by feeling that he is
needed makes him feel as a
person.
"This gives him a feeling of
importance to others and that
he has contributions to make,"
he said, adding that through the
making of these contributions
the person is made to experience a measure of
personal
fulfillment and
satisfaction.
In a second lecture Friday,

104 Per Copy

that they can use in society," shared the majority opinion.
"I don't think they get enough
Crider concluded.
consideration RS'it is and they
Our second person to be inshould be given more atterviewed, Glenn •Itudolph who
tention," Miss Windsor said.
lives on Hazel koute.Vrtrand is
"Nobody is going to listen
majoring in education at
and if the public doesn't know
Murray State, expressed a view
anything about their situation,
similar to that of Crider.
then how else are they going to
"I believe that anywhere that
let people know so that
you work for any organization,
can be done?"
somellting
committee
there is a grievance
or some place where you can
Miss ,Windsor said that she
complain and I don't see why
felt the prisoners shouldn't be
for
one
they shouldn't have
Oven extra time on their senprisoners," Rudolph said.
tences because of the incident
"If they were doing this for a
that occurred.
legitimate grievance and this
The only person who exwas the only way they had to
pressed a different opinion was
use, then they were right for
Mrs Jane Gaines, a housewife
what they did."
who resides at 1708 Kennland
coin,
"On the other side of the
•
Drive in Murray.
if they were just troublemakers,
—They should not have held
then they were wrong."
those people as hostages," Mrs.
Rigina Windsor, who lives on Gaines
said.
Murray Route Seven and will be
"I don't feel that it was right
a sophomore at Calloway
(See Opinion, Page 8)
County High School next fall,

the fiscal year, at midnight
tonight.
The continuing resolution was
sent to a House-Senate conference, with final action expected
Opponents of bombing in In- today.
dochina agreed to the Aug. 15
President Nixon relayed to
fund cutoff after assurances the Republican congressional leadPresident would sign it. The ers Friday his willingness to
-ompromise was incorporated accept the Aug. 15 deadline
in a $3.4 billion supplemental
The House then dropped its
appropriation bill sent to the demand for an immediate halt
White House Friday night.
in the bombing of Cambodia
the Aug. 15
The bill substitutes for a sim- and substituting
supplemental mon
ilar measure vetoed Wednesday cutoff in the
The vote on final pasby the President because it ey bill.
278-124.
was
sage
would have terminated spendThe Senate concurred by a
ing immediately for bombing in
clearing the bill for
Cambodia or Laos. The House 72-14 vote,
desk.
President's
the
fell 35 votes short of the twoBut Senate sentiment on the
thirds needed to override the
compromise already had been
veto,
tested in a spirited debate on
The Senate, by a 63-26 vote, the
resolution,
continuing
also inserted the Aug. 15 war adopted 73-16 after the Aug. 15
fund cutoff in a resolution to deadline had been accepted 63continue funding all govern- 26.
ment departments, programs
The compromise was presentand payrolls beyond the end of ed to the Senate by Chairman
J.W. Fulbright, 11)-Ark., with
the 15-2 backing of the Senate
Foreign Relations Conunittee.
Fulbright said the President
had accepted a series of committee interpretations of the
language:
—Congressional acceptance
not
WMU Day will be held at the of the Aug. 15 cutoff should
recognition
a
as
interpreted
be
Baptist
Creek
Jonathan
to
Assembly on Thursday, July 12, of the President's authority
at 9:30 a.m. according to Mrs. engage US. forces in hostilities before Aug. 15.
Crawford Ray, director.
—Any involvement by U.S.
with a
Reservations
registration fee of fifty cents forces in Indochina after Aug.
of
per person should be made by 15 would require approval
Friday, July 6, by.sending them both houses of Congress.
— It would not be used as the
to Jonathan Creek Baptist
for escalation of U.S.
basis
Harclln,
One,
Route
Assembly,
Ky. 42048. Lunch will be two bombing in Cambodia, or for
dollars per person with its resumption anywhere else in
children, eleven and under, for Indochina "unless provoked."
—All efforts should be made
seventy-five cents.
Special speakers for the day to minimize cisualties and
will include Mrs. Jack Martin, property damage.
Some anti-war senators held
missionary to Mexico, and Mrs.
William ,Ellis from the Ken- out to the end
tucky State Board. A nursery
Senate Majority Leader Mike
will be provided for children
Mansfield, 1)-Mont , called the
through five years old.
compromise "a capitulation

and abdication of the constitutional powers of the Sen" Ow Edward a-Kennedy, D.
Mass., said ids compress*,
gives the Pi-talent 'amnesty
for the slaughter of the past
and license for slaughter in the
future." He said it "will go
down in infamy in American
history."
Sen. Vance Hartke, D-Ind.,
called it "a compromise with
death"

WMU Day Planned
At Jonathan Creek
Assembly July 12

Rev. Houston Inman

Elm Grove Church
To Hold Revival
Revival services will be held
at the Elm Grove Baptist
Church starting Monday,July 2,
and continuing through Sunday,
July 8, with Rev. Houston Inman as the evangelist.
Rev. Inman is pastor of the
Kuttawa Baptist Church and is
a former chaplain at the Eddyville state penitentiary.
Services will be held at two p.m.
and 7:30 p.m.each day.
The pastor, Rev, Charles
Simmons, and the church invites the public to attend the
services
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"IP

educational or welfare prolects.
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
You have a reinarkabia
22)
Nov.
find
to
and
24
comes
(Oct.
birthday
your
retentive memory and this,
picture,
your
in
is
according
Romance
is,
what your outlook
coupled with your affinity for
too. You'll get unmistakable heritage and tradition, would
to the stars.
admire
hints that someone you
make you an outstanding
ARIES
er
considers you very attractive.
historian or . educator. TGIvel
20)
Apr.
to
21
(Mar.
up!
Follow
appeals to you more than it does
There may be • a hitch in
to many of this zodiacal sector.
certain arrangements now - SAGITTARIUS
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
and may actually lead you ”"lia
5th, Integrity of its Newspaper
especially those involving (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Enthusiasm must be properly the fie!is of exploration- and
travel. Be prepared to imSATURDAY-JUNE 30, 1973
channeled to be effective. Do archeology. Your musical
provise.
not go to extremes on this ability, love of and iinalt
TAURUS
family and friends and
generally stimulating day.
( Apr. 21 to.May 211
patriotism are outstando.4.
Accent is on your love life. If CAPRICORN
single, the time has come to ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Afi tkkr
If it will help to clear up a
lAmg-Lahling
snake up your mind.-about a
HOME it PI I - \antes
situation in sensible fashion,
current romance.
Permanent press trousers have proved so popular
Italy seem to.. base a la-ting
don't turn down any feasible
GEMINI
net;
we wonder why some entrepreneur hasn't eome out
suggestion. But discriminate
(May 22 to June 21)
A Rome church built in 1171
with a permanently stuffed shirt.-Oklahoma City
Read Aries. Your outlook between the astute and the rash.
its still knoun pyiallar4 as tls.
(Okla.) Oklahoman
Any change in travel AQUARIUS
Chiesa UiIA as INeis
plans, though disappointing at (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Turin's -Nevi Jail- dale% frimi
Don't leave yourself open to
first, turns out for the best,
1837.
needless criticism. Know what
however.
go
to
HOW
and
you MUST do
CANCER
about it. With others observing
(June 22 to July 23)
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
Personal relationships are your example, you could be a
stressed now. In fact, a new potent influence.
Mrs. Nola Allbritten, age 78, and Mrs. Mary L.
friend could be responsible for a PISCES
...11.•
Mo.*
Rogers, age 95, died today.
complete change in your (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
The Retail Trade Committee of the Murray
outlook.
Look out for persons who
LEO
downgrade your ambitions. Do
/)
Chamber of Commerce composed of Ed Settle,
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 6 ft--Sk not let them influence you. Keep
Larry Hurt, Joe B. Littleton, Maurice Ryan,Charles
in- plugging
the
Sat.-Sun. 1:30
toward
Being the rugged
Johnson, and Cliff Cochran, has outlined a program
dividualist that you are, you achievement of goals you
75' All Ages 75' *
Copley News Service
of promotions designed to accelerate business acrarely "follow the crowd." KNOW are worthwhile.
Don't change this policy now.
tivity in Murray for the next six months.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Continue as a leader.
David Russell, Dale Sykes, Bill Adams, Sammy
endowed with many assets
VIRGO
which, properly used, can lead * PRESLEY
Knight, and Dan Boaz of Murray Explorer Post 45
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
a highly successful and
to
Scout
Boy
Rivers
Four
the
of
staff
the
on
are serving
A splendid period in which to satisfying life. Like most
Reservation this summer.
plan home improvements; also Cancerians, you are a true
Miss Cynthia Jetton, daughter of Mrs. Sue Jetton
to give serious thought to a humanitarian and could sucproperty deal_
and Buel Jetton of Murray, was married to Phillip
ceed in such professions as
of
Stone
D.
Paul
medicine, nursing or sociology.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
LIBRA
Stone,
Thomas
You could also take an active
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Elizabethtown on June 16 at the First Baptist
$1,993 for excavatiorrtOr en$1,978 for a front walkway to
A hectic day, which promises part in institutional work and,
The
(A?)
ON
WASHINGT
Church, Murray.
larging the parking area to ac- new and exciting romantic having been endowed with a gift
•
replace a hazardous walk.
General Services Adminis& retaining commodate Secret Service lim- experiences. Be careful not to for words, could use your ,t**************0
repair
to
$1,500
tration says it spent $124,587 ino
writing ability to promote civic,
wall and enclose the side rear ousines.
"go overboard," however.
April, May and June for protec$1,125 for removal of trees in
wall of a porch.
home
Prog Inf
new
the
at
tive measures
$1,985 to install smoke detec- vicinity of proposed new parkof Vice President Spiro T. Aging area.
tors throughout the house.
MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
new
$1,067 to remove stone wall
$1,988 to install radiation deDRIVE
according
outlay,
largest
The
and tree stumps.
tectors.
IN
a GSA report submitted to a
underground
install
$1,156 for core drilling of mato
$1,850
Dr. Ralph H. Woods will take office tomorrow as to
T
U
h
t
rE
u
.
Thursday,
ee
subcommitt
House
Open
7:30-Start Dusk
7:30-Start
Governor of District 233 of the Rotary International was $39,500 for a brick arid red- conduit around the property for sonry walls for electrical conan
install
to
$1,300
duit&
lighting.
World Wide Service Club organization.
NOW thru TUE.
wood fence at the rear perHe's a booze-runnin', motor-gunnin', woman-chasin'
$1,612 to enclose front of
emergency switching system
-..Howard K. McCallon, Bobby Harrell, Ivison Y. irneter. Another large outlay for intensive security lighting. porch with stone wall to elimi.MOONSHINER!!
Lovett. J.W. Butler, Prentice D. Williams, Joe R. was $15,979 for installation of
$1,950 to install an under- nate security post.
, bullet-resistant glass.
Lawrence
L.
Leland
box
panel
Potomac
a
Boggess.
install
for
to
H.
$1,875
conduit
Charles
ground
Perry,
iffq
BURT .
Agnew, who is still living at a
electrical for Secret Service electronic
,
1.
‘
My Story,- Bobby Bucy. BillY Moody, Franklin Washington hotel, has not yet Electric & Power Co.
DS
REYNOL
meters.
equipment.
Houston, James W.Elkins, Billy J. Maness, Burie D. moved into the house in the service and
/*,
$1,600 to divide electrical
$1,900 for new electrical eeryCharlton, Orvis J. Rudolph, Roy L. Clark, Isaac A. plush Kenwood suburb in ice for the Secret Service com- service to separate Secret ServNG
LIGHTNI
E.
Robert
nearby Maryland.
Grogan, Willie C. Dick, Alben W. Crouch,
PG AA wow /Aga.
post, communications ice electrical service from priexpenditures listed in mand
vate residential service.
exterior lighting.
Hicks, Nathan D. Roberts, Donald-G. Edwards, and theOther
and
center
included:
report
$1,800 to install lighting in
Robert L. King reported for induction in the Armed
area wall of parking area.
LATE SHOW TONITE 11:40 P.M.
today.
and
yesterday
Forces
$1,500 to install new bathroom
Fowl demonstrations will be held July 6 ail,*
"KEYS" Rated X 18 or Over Only
in basement so Secret Service
farms of Guy Luther and Cloys Butterworth.
IVIcQUEEN
could use the second floor
MaeGRAW
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Leslie and sons, Larry and
space.
thru
$1,675 to install condensate
Frances Drake
Danny. of Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
THE
GETAWAY
lines for air conditioning.
TUE.
Harvey Parker and Martha and Liza Spann.
"
THEATRE
for
line
drain
$1,875 to install
FOR MONDAY,JULY!,11/73
new parking area.
$1,400 to paint commuLook in the section in which perfecting long-range plans.
The TRUE STORY theLegend
your birthday comes and find Study new trends, develop- nications area.
$1,500 to paint command cenments.
is,
according
what
outlook
your
of the Monster
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
ter.
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
that has terrorized
$1,000 for painting basement
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )410
ARIES
at whatever you are and new tiolet room.
Keep
in
area
reservoir
Apr.
20)
to
Mar.
21
(
the
the people of Fouke,
TVA will begin flooding
be close
$1,950 to insulate and soundeffort will do the trick doing since you seem to
January, according to latest' reports; therefore, onSturdy
desire.
special
Added Feature
coma
of
walls
achieving
and
to
floor
proof
Ark. (pop. 350)!
this "on-and-off' day. Some
,
A TRUF Slots',
Pine Bluff with its well known fish frys and July 4th interesting challenges in- Your intuition can-be of great munications area.
Tonite Only
$1,400 to install three particelebrations will be no more after this year.
dicated. Original ideas will be help.
CAPRICORN
tions in the communications
• Deaths reported this week are Eugene M.(Gene) accepted soon.
4
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /
area.
Luther
TAURUS
Churchill,
Emmett
52,
Pittman, age
Generous influences should
$1,195 to insulate and sound(„Apr. 21 to May 211
Graham, James Humphreys. Orr age 71, and Mrs.
Employ the techniques used help you to capitalize on your proof existing storage area to
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YOU BORN TODAY are third floors.
: The hand of the Lord was upon me.-Ezikiel 37:1. LEO
RESTLESS. WORM.MINI
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$2,000 for sodding and replWhen we are inspired by the Spirit we are lifted 1July 24 to Aug. 23)
is a river of bright inclined; are endowed with anting areas disturbed by conThere
at
what
do
to
enabled
beyond our normal self and
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Mrs. Don Whii
Honored At St
Shower Recen
Mrs. Don White •
with a stork shower
June 17, at tw*
the afternoon in
Wells Hall, Mur
University.
The hostesses for
occasion were
Holland and Mrs. 9Games were pla recipients of the .
Mrs. Rus Muellen
Tom Henne who pr
to the honoree.
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many lovely gifts for
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Is Program Le
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Saturday, June 30
The Singing Clark's Family
will be featured at the night
gospel singing at the Frank
Harris Open Air Gospel Singing
Drive-ln, located six miles east
of Hardin on Highway 80.
Car wash by the Calloway
County High School Varisty
Cheerleaders will be held at J &
S Wishy Washy Car Wash from
nine a.m, to five p.m.
Disabled American Veterans
will have a forget-me-not sale in
the city of Murray.

Mrs. Don White Is
Honored At Stork
Shower Recently-

Carrying 'sharing'
a bit too far

Married On June 9

Sunday, July 1
The annual Boatwright nulion
will be held at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan Association
following
morning church
services. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Grace Baptist Church,
located on South 9th Street, will
have its homecoming with
regular services followed by a
basket dinner and a gospel
singing.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband told me he had met a girl
he wanted me to share him with. I was shocked when he,e,
suggested I meet the girl. The three of us met. She is quite
pretty, my age 1301, and seems intelligent and serious.
She said: "I have a great capacity to love and so has
John, and we feel that the more peopletsve can touch with
love during our lives, the better." Then she said: "I don't
want marriage or a family bemuse nothing in this world is
permanent, and people change as they grow. I don't believe
in deception, and unless I have your permission to love
John, I will never see him again."
Meanwhile, John just sat there.
I was amazed at my self-control. I told her I wouldn't
consent to such an arrangement, but if John wanted her. I
would give him a divorce
John said he wanted six months to think it over But
while thinking it over he wanted to see her. I said I
wouldn't live with him while he was seeing her, so be said
he wouldn't see her. Somehow I believe this girl, but I'm
not so sure about John. Help me.
JOHN'S WIFE

The Barnett Reunion will be
held at Shelter No. 1, Murray
City Park, at noon. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend.

Dorothy Stepp and her group
from Hopkinsvville will sing at
Mrs. Don White was honored the Freewill Baptist Chruch
with a stork shower on Sunday, here at 2:30 p.m.
June 17, at two-thirty o'clock in
Monday, July 2
the afternoon in the lobby of
Wells Hall, Murray State
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
University.
The hostesses for the special home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey at
occasion were Mrs. Wyvan 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Olga
Holland and Mrs. David Curtis. Freeman giving the program
Games were played with the on "Literature In Our Lives."
recipients of the prizes being
Mrs. Ru.s Muellen and Mrs.
The Executive Board of the
Tom Henne who presented them Murray Woman's Club will
to the honoree.
have its luncheon meeting at the
The honoree, wearing a club house at 11:30 a.m.
hostesses' gift corsage of pink
and blue daisies, opened her
Monday, July 2
many lovely gifts for the guests
to view.
Cervical cancer screenint
The mantel of the lobby was (Pap Test) clinic will be at
County
Health
deocrated in pink and blue Calloway
centeFed with an arrangement Department at six p.m. Call
Monday between eight a.m. and
pink carantions.
Refreshements of cake, 4:30 p.m. at 753-3381 or 753-3445
decorated with the words, "Best to make the necessary apWishes Beverly and Don," and pointment.
two rattlers, and punch were
served by the hostesses.
Tuesday, July 3
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. P.A. Hart, with
Mrs. Mary Bordeaux as
cohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Vernon Riley will present the
program.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Sabodas
Miss Anna Mae Lee of Greenville, Ill., daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Civie Lee of Almo Route One, Elm Grove Community, and Mike
Sabodas of Kirkwood, Mo., were married on Saturday, June 9.
The wedding vows were read at ten o'clock in the morning at the
First Baptist Church, Greenville, Ill. Attendants for the couple
were the bride's sister, Mrs. Cleo Colson and Mr. Colson of
Murray. The bride's parents were also present for the wedding.
The new Mrs. Sabodas is a graduate of Murray State University
and has been librarian at the high school at Greenville, Ill. Mr.
Sabodas operates a service station at Kirkwood, Mo , where they
are now residing.

You and Your New Baby ...

Points On Bottle Feeding f The
Baby Are Discussed; Also Habits

Row Much to Feed—If you
are breast feeding, you don't
have to worry about how much
to feed-your baby decides. Most
mothers who are breast feeding
worry at some time about
whether they have enough milk.
Actually, too little milk is extremely rare. The best
reassurance is your baby's
The Baptist Women of the
Murray Assembly No. 19
normal activity and growth.
Kirksey Church held their Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Another way to reassure
regular June meeting at the will meet at the Masonic Hall at
yourself if you are really
church with Mrs. Isaiah Trees seven p.m.
worried is to offer him a bottle
as the program chairman.
of formula just after he has
Mrs. Trees led the opera)*
Murray TOPS Club will meet
finished nursing. If he is still
prayer and gave the-Teme of *Ube Health Center at seven
hungry, he will take severat
tile program, "Relying Oil the p.m.
ounces, and take them in a
Holy Spirit!" She said the
hurry, If he doesn't you can be
purpose was for a better unsure that your milk is satisying
derstanding of how the Holy
him.
Spirit can direct and work with
Most babies, after the first
persons if they only confess
few days, take two to three
their sins to God. Her scripture
PARRISH BOY
ounces of milk per day for each
was from I John 1:9.
A baby boy, KermIth Ray,
pound of body weight. Most
Each member stood and read weighing
Bottle
feeding-Hold
him
in
six pounds 214 ounces,
babies want to have six or seven
one name of a mssionary with a was
your
arms
or
on
your
lap.
Be
born to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
feedings each day. For a 71b.
birthday on that particular day. Parrish
of Murray Route Six on sure that milk is in the nipple. baby, this would mean fourteen
Prayers were led by Mrs. Jack
his'
Touch
the
nipple
next
to
Wednesday, June 27, at 8:40
to twenty-one ounces of formula
Cain and Mrs. Urban Belcher. a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway mouth and he will turn and a day, or two and one-half to
Also present were Mrs. Pete County
grasp the nipple with his mouth.
Hospital.
three and one-half ounces in
Carlisle, Mrs. Jim Washer,
They have one daughter, Lisa Hold the bottle so that it sticks each of 6 or 7 feedings.
Mrs. Loyd Carson, Mrs. H. E. Ann, age
angle
to
right
straight
out
at
a
542.
You might begin by offering
Treas, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr. dnd his mouth.
three
ounces in each bottle.
Phillip Bazzell, and Mrs. Mrs
Loman Parrish of Murray
The nipple hole should be When your baby begins to
Johnny Ingram, with the latter Route Six,
and Mrs. Mae Jones large enough so that milk drops empty the bottle completely at
two becoming new members at of
Metropolis, Ill.
slowly from the bottle when it is two or three feedings each day,
the meeting.
add one-half ounce to the bottle
held with the nipple down.
The cap should be loose at each feeding. Stay a little
enough so that air bubbles can ahead of the baby, and let him
enter the bottle as the milk is decide how fast he wants to
increase his intake of formula.
sucked out of it.
Halfway through the bottle, If your baby takes much more
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
stop feeding and "burp" the or less than two to three ounces
baby. Hold him on
your per pound per day, discuss his
shoulder and pat him gently on feeding with a nurse or doctor.
Don't worry about how much
his back until he burps. Or hold
him over your hand and pat his he has taken at a single feeding,
back and gently rub his most babies will have times
stomach. He will usually burp when they just aren't hungry
up some air, and often a little of and other times when they take
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M. —
more than you expect.
his formula.
Spitting up-Most babies spit
Be sure to protect your
clothing with a diaper or other up some of the milk after many
covering. It is much easier to of their feedings. The milk
clean up Than is your clothing. seems to overflow from the
How Often to Feed-Feed the baby's mouth.
It is often curdled from the
baby when he seems hungry. If
he takes less than six feedings a normal action of the stomach.
day and still takes a normal The problem is more of worry
amount each day, you are and messiness than of health.
lucky. f A "day" means twenty- Babies who spit up a great deal
four hours, not just the daylight grow as fast and as strong as
hours. Most babies will fall into those who do not.
There are several tricks to
a pattern of 6 or 7feedings about
This Special Good thru July 31, 1973
3 to 5 hours apart. If your baby reduce the amount of spitting
is more irregular than this, you up. But none of them work all
can get him on a more regular the time, and the most babies
schedule by waking him a little will continue some spitting up
early or by letting him be even when all the tricks are
hungry, a little longer. It is used.
Burp the baby carefully mideasier and better to get a
regular schedule by working way through the feeding, at the
each
from the baby's own schedule end of the feeding, and a few
than by just deciding he will be minutes after the feeding.
This Special Good thru July 31, 1973
Prop him in an infant seat, or
fed at certain times whether he
cradle with his head a few
is hungry or not.
After the first several weeks, inches above his stomach for 10
most babies will begin to sleep or 15 minutes, after each
through one of their feedings. feeding.
Try feeding a cold formula
Most parents prefer the baby to
skip the night feeding rather directly from the refrigerator.
•
than a daytime feeding. If your
'baby chooses to give up the
wrong feeding, don't hesitate to
DISMISSED, HOSPrI.t I.
wake him and feed .him at the
Mrs. Felix Williains of
Phone 753-3852 usual time so that he will, Murray has been dismis.sed
Olive Blvd. hopefully , give up one of the from the Western Baptist
night feedings.
Hospital, Paducah.

Mrs. Isaiah Treas
Is Program Leader
----At Kirksey Meet

FBIRTFISj

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

* SPECIAL *

DRAPES

AGAIN!!

20% Off

This is the third in a series of
eighteen articles that will Inform you of and describe some
of the things about normal
babies that commonly worry
parents-telling you what to do or
not to do about them. They
should answer many of your
questions about what to expect
of your new baby, and give
simple instructions about
solving problems that most
parents face during their baby's
first year of life. These first
three articles are directed at
the caring of your baby during
his first few weeks of life...both
in the hospital and at home.
They also suggest ways of
making you, the parents, feel
more comfortable with him,
thereby enabling you to become
more aware of his development.

DEAR WIFE: You say you believe the girl, so U she
said she wouldn't see John without your permission, and
you said: "No dice." you don't have to worry about John's
seeing her. But you do have to worry about being married
to a man who wants swinging privileges.

•

DEAR ABBY . A married mart chased me until he
finally wore me down. He said he couldn't live without me
—his wife hadn't made one affectionate gesture toward him
for more than 10 years, and if I didn't live with him he
would kill himself. [I'm a divorcee and live alone.]
I finally agreed. I rented an unfurnished apartment and
had my mother take my six rooms of furniture out of
storage and ship it to me. It was a 1,500-mile haul. Well,
the day I moved into that apartment he called me and said
his wife broke down and wanted to try to make a go of
their marriage and he couldn't leave her!
Abby, I signed a one-year's lease for this apartment
and I can't afford to live here without his help. (And to'
think I gave up a really eligible man for this spineless
jellyfish!)
Should I sue him? He has plenty. Don't tell me to see a
lawyer. This man IS a lawyer
STUCK

is shopping to be done, we do 'it on Saturday—TOGETHER.
If I want to buy lingerift.or try on something, he goes with
me and "waits" for me. I am not alone for a minute.
It's not like I have something "wrong" to do; I would
just like a little privacy and I'd like to feel trusted. He is
always questioning me. "What did you do today? Did you
talk to anybody? Did you see anybody?" Every evening I
get the third degree.
Abby, he's not sick. He is just poccecsive and needlessly jealous. I care for this man, but he is making me very
nervous. If you have a clue to his behavior, please tell me.
And don't.send me any letters. All the mail is saved—to be
opened TOGETHER when HE gets home.
PRISONER
DEAR PRISONER: If you meekly accept his word as
law you will be a "prisoner" forever. And as for the nightly
"third degree." there is an old French saying: "A man is
not likely to look behind a door unless he has stood .there
himself."
CONFIDENTIAL TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER": No
one said it better than Horace Greeley when he said.
"rime is a vapor, popularity an accident, riches take
wings. Only one thing endures, and that is character."
Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. MN. L. A..
Calif. MOS. Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelops.
please.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

75.11 1117 et 75-1-411117

=1~44
Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY

VALENTINE PRINTING)

,A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC.

WHILE-YOU -WAIT

1 TO 1,000 COPIES

PRINTING AND

('amera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING

DEAR STUCK: You need another lawyer, this time for
professional advice I. IP. S. There's a moral here:
Don't throw away the ottpot until you're sure She new one
will hold water.I
DEAR ABBY: I have been married for six years to a
man who is a good father and an excellent provider. However, he is a very jealous man. Why he is jealous is beyond
me because I have never given him any reason to be.
He doesn't allow me to go anywhere alone. When there

50443 MAIN STREET

— PMONE 753-4667

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

42071

The Sale That You Have
Been Waiting Fort'
MEN'S
* Bass
.* Bristol

.* Winthrop
-----*--Dexter

WOMEN'S
* Bass
* florsheim
* Hush Puppies- * Joyce
* Sbicca
* Selby
* Cobblers
* Bernardo

CHILDREN'S
* Jumping Jacks * Pocos
* Hush Puppies

SHOE
SALE
At

SHOES
Buy One Pair of Shoes at the
Regular Price ...
GET THE SECOND PAIR FOR
ONLY ...

Ryan's t

PLAIN

—No Refunds or Exchanges on Sale Shoes—.

DRESSES
$1 29

Free Pickup and Delivery

1411

COLLEGE
C,E E A N ERS-

SALE STARTS
Jult1

..)A*2
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Once in position our lines
The greyness of dawn still
lingered over the ripple free sailed out over the waters in a
waters of Kentucky Lake as we free fall only to be backed by a
moved out onto the main body of loud splash as they split the
water, pressed the throttle water. Working the Mann's blue
worm slowly through the
forward and planed off.
In only a minute we'd reached stumps took little effort without
our spot with the aid of a search the wind to Wider our effort.t
Dr. Ken Dean,my ole pardner
light and a keen eye for stumps
and fishing buddy, and I were
and rocky points.

out for a morning of bass fishing
and we were determined to
make it a good day for bass.
Everything seemed in our
favor. We'd noticed that acording to the solunar chart a
major feeding period would
start very soon and we were
here at the crack of dawn to
take the best advantage of a
possible feeding scree.
We'd fished only a short
distance, when "tap, tap" a
bass took my worm, unsure I
lowered my rod and watched
my line for a tell-tale
movement.Sure enough the line
started off to the side. Taking up
the remaining slack line I
reared back and set the Manns
worm home. The bass burst into
the air, tall walking. Reeling
frantically to take up slack, I
managed to pull him down with
a big splash.

rod tip and set the hook home.
In only a few seconds, I'd cast
to the same willow and felt Mr.
Bass as he chomped my worm.
•'Wham" I set her home and a 2
pound bass erupted into the air.
A few reel turns put him in the
boat and I'd cast the blue worm
to the willows again and again
the willow bursted open to
produce a bass.
This went on for several more
bass. Then it stopped as quickly
as it had started.
"I know where there's
another willow like this," Ken
said enthusiastically. "Let's
go," was my reply.
In only a few minutes we were
casting to these willows, where
hundreds of small shad minnows were hiding from the
busting bass. Several bass were
added to the stringer from this
spot before it slowed.

"Grab the net," I suggested to
Racking our brains we
Ken, but I needn't have said a
word. Ken Dean was already couldn't think of another willow
into action and ready to dip the of this particular habitat
hog as I pulled him beside the anywhere nearby, so we
boat. "Swish" the net en- decided to fish more stumps.
compassed the bass as he was Casting to a large underwater
lifted into the boat. "Nice bass" stump to where two hours
says Ken, "He'll go four before I'd lost a really hog bass
Ken all of a sudden set the hook
After a few congratulations and that's when the fight was
and tieing up the stringer we on. The big hog bored for the
began our casting to the stumps bottom but Ken held him tight

Jim Stem proudly displays a suing of bass taken on Kentucky
Lake with Mann's jelly worms, working through the stumps.

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN
•New Stock Firearms
•Reloading Equipment
*Fishing Equipment
•Hunting Equipment
• Archery Equipment

Check Big K For....

Phone 753-2571

Guns
Remington -Browning
Winchester

Shells
Remington -Federal
Hunting 8 Fishing
Licenses
Winchester
Camping * Fishing * Archery
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

HUNTERS -FISHERMEN:
Get to Where the Action 1st

With our stringer full of fish
and our luck becomming a little
slower we decided to call it a
morning and go to the house. So
as smiling Ken punched the
throttle on the 35 merc the wind
caught our hair and the sun
made our eyes squint as we
eased toward the launching
ramp.
Would you believe I was
plenty sick when I found that
the big hog bass Ken caught off
that stump had my worm and
hook in his stomach. But that's
bass fishing, Some you get to
the boat.and some you loose.

Ken Dean takes another bass off the book and adds him to the

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine
Johnson

Sales
Service-Parts

by Jerry Allen

feathers LI
Sportsman's Notebook
Fishing is still paying off for
the hot
those that brave
weather and high waves.
Stripes are being taken around
the islands and close to the
points where the willow fly
hatches occur. Bream are being
taken on worms and poping
bugs off points in mid-day and
near grass beds early and late
in the day.
Bass are being taken on
stumps, stick-ups, fallen logs
and deep rocky points. With the
water temperature in the mid
80's you can look for the big bass
in deep water or close to deep
water early and late in the day
Plastic worms and Hellbenders
seem to be producing the best
catches of large bass in 6 to 18
feet of water. Several of the
trolled are picking up bass by
the stringer full.
We hear that one of the rock
bass about 40 inches long was
found floating up side down in
the Blood River Cypress area.
Who knows, we may be taking
them all over the lakes before
very long. The lakes stand at 358
and clear in portions.
Many Ideal fishermen are
taking fish of all sorts and sizes.
A few turned in to us this week
are as follows.
Bill
McDougal and Torn
Phillips took some good sue
bass last week on plastic worms
and top water. Pat Scott has
been at those pond bass again
and he's catching the heck out
of them. He took one over 5
pounds last Monday on a blue
Mann's idly worm.
Fire chief Jackie Cooper and
firemen Scott and Weatherspoon took to the lake last week
in Jackie's new boat to to boat
between-and ten nice bass. The
big one got away again. Little
Jenette Cooper, daughter
of Mr.and Mrs. Jackie Cooper
hung into a4 or 5 pound bass
and got it almost to the boat
when it threw her hook. That's a
hard way to break yourself in
for fishing, but you can bet
she'll want to return after that
fish got away. Jim Hughes has
been stringing several bass
lately we hear and so has Paul
Black of down Pottertovrn way.
Paul's our local taxidermist and
good at it, we might add.
we might add.
Several other fishermen are
venturing
out to bring in
stingers of fish also. Gary
Marquardt and Don Jones, took

Complete Boating Supplies

753-3734

Hwy. 94E. Murray, Ky.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
One of the Largest
Selections of Sporting Goods in West Ky.
for the Hunter or Fisherman
BE SURE TO ENTER OUR FISHING CONTEST!
•No Entry Fee! •Prizes Galore!
Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

WARIrELKINS
Our New Gun Department

Cain & Treas

Is Now Open!

Motor Sales

All Makes of Guns

American Motors Dealer
806 Coldwater Road

Nur

753-6448

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

and bream slowing up some
Bill Linger and Richard
Skipman, took 35 stripes on
shysters off the points while
Lynear Carter took 4 bass the
largest going 6h. pounds. M.I,
ctulds took 105 crappie on
minnows in 30 feet of water on
the stumps while Bill Price and
Joe Sills took some good bas
from the Blood River area
Willie Morris took some nice
bass on his favorite lure, the
bomber, off points last week.
Jerry Maupin took a 6 pound,
10 ounce Kentucky spotted
bass on a worm. That's nearly a
state record fellows and he took
it in Blood River, would you
believe.
Cypress Springs-Louie and
Sue report fishing fair with a
few limit of bass and several
good strings of stripes. Hugh
Massey took a limit of bass
while Bob Judkins took his
limit. Stripes are jumping right
at the dock and several are
being caught. Catfish are god
on spotlines baited with
minnows. Dubb Polly and Jerry
McC,onnel brought home the
meat with Dubb's largest bass
going 6 pounds, 8 ounces. Steve
Ernstburger, took some good
catfish recently while fisherman Jim Smith Ls still pulling in
'limiter bass right and left. Nell,
Davenport strung some nice
slab crappies in deep water on
minnows last week also.
All in all overall fishing is
slowing up some, but fish are
still being taken by the few that
will tough it out.

Fishing Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Black bass and bluegill fishing
remain fair to good at most of
Kentucky's major lakes, despite scattered heavy rains, the
state Fish and Wildlife Resources Department reports.
The lake by lake rundown:
Kentucky — Black bass good
wan some limits on surface
plugs, deep runners and artificial nightcrawlers along rocky
points and in inlets and bays;
bluegill good on crickets and
pop flies in inlets and bays;
crappie and white bass fair below darn; main lake clear, tributary heads murky to muddy,
stable and 86 degrees.
Barkley — Crappie good

along the drop-offs and in inlets
and bays; black bass good on
medium deep runners and artificial aightcrawlers in inlets
and -1:44a; catfish good and
white bass fair below dam;
murky, stable, 84 degrees.
Rough River — White bass
good in jumps on spinners,
black bass fair on surface and
medium runners and artificial
nightcrawlers along deep banks
and in inlets and bays; trout
and crappie fair below dam,
clear to murky to muddy, rising and 130 degrees.
Fishtrap — Bluegill fair on
worms in stickups; crappie an
minnows in submerged treetops; clear to murky to muddy,
stable and 83 degrees.

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.

HUTSON

Storey's

Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 A.M.-12 P.M.
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By BRUCE LOW
Associated Press Sport
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FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection
of Fishing Tackle and Supplies
We carry the Wilson line
of Sporting Equipment for All Spoils

LYS

If you're a hunter, ask about our
selection of guns

Disinfectai

Fenton & Hodge
205 So. 5th
753-4469
George Hodge, owner

Mack.& Mack
The only smiling
blue eyed Shiners
in West Ky.
,
t Boats of Your Choice
Camping and Fishing Supplies
Open 5 a.m.

474-2344

Rog.

1301 Chestnut

Outboard te,arcury Dotdor

hoop Puts
You There!

some good bass last week while
A.B. Crass, loaded up on bream
and bass. Drane Shelly and his
son John have been catching
some really nice bass lately.
For those that don't know it, 17
year old John, is one of the
better fishermen and is an
expert with the plastic worm.
Ken Bucy, and David Bucy,
got into a good run of stripes
and bream the other day and
brought home the meat for
supper. Jim Almond says he's
been taking crappie lately next
to the really deep water on
stumps. Bobby and Jerry
Atkins have been stringing
some really hog bass lately and
so has Don A. Jones.
Bob Lowe,Sr. and Ricky have
been taking some good
stringers of bass over the past
weeks on plastic worms. Ricky
took one that went over 61
/
2
pounds just the other day and a
few others around 4 pounds. Jo
Sills has been pulling in the
bass on
Strike King spinnerbaits and worms every time
he ventures out.
Local docks say fishing is still
fair but beginning to slow down.
Kenlake-Preston Harris
reports that that bass are good
and stripes excellent with a few
crappie and bream comming in
at the dock. The big bass catch
of the week occured when Don
Buffington took a 6 pound bass
on a jelly worm.
Irvin Cobb-Charlie Scott and
Ricky Lowe report fishing is
good around Blood River for
stripes and bass with crappie

Dura Craft §Quachita §Alumicraft
§Sturdy Duo-Craft

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut Street

and within a few minutes he was
subdued and in the net. "Must
be at least 6 pounds," I said as I
held the fish high for Ken to
admire.
Settling down with the bass on
the stringer with his companions I cast into the stump
again. "How did that bass take
that worm?" I asked Ken. Then
I felt a thud as my worm was
sucked in a"Wham" I set the
hook. "Like this I bet," I said as
I reeled.
Upon 7etting the bass into the
boat we guessed it to go around
4 pounds. Both those hog bass
came off that same stump
within 2 minutes of each other.

snce again. Dawn had slipped in
xi us now and upon looking at
my watch, I'd found that the
first bass had been taken right
at the start of the solunar
feeding period.
Moving along the points we
decided to fish a few other good
spots and it paid off. The first
cast brought a fish from behind
the willows as Ken lowered his

filesieral local outdoorsmen enjoy the cadishing and crappie fishilig below Energy Dam on Barkley
.They're really biting next to the spillway.
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Jim Bibby One-kits Kansas City
For First American League Win

Rote Strikes For Inside-The-Park
Homer As Reds Blank Padres 4-0
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
Bobby Bonds didn't have to
exert himself. He simply had to
trot around the bases. So did
Chris Speler. And so did Johnny Bench. And Gene Miser. And
Adrian Garrett. And a quintet
of Atlanta Braves.
But Pete Rose really had to
hustle. The others hit their
home runs over the fences.
Rose struck for a seventh-inning inside-the-park home run
that broke up a scoreless battle
with San Diego.
Then Bench hit a three-run
shot to lock up the Reds' 4-0
victory over the Padres.
In other National League
games, San Francisco bombarded Houston 14-3, the Chicago
Cubs downed the New York
Mets 4-3 in 10 innings, Los Angeles outlasted Atlanta 12-9 in
12 innings, Pittsburgh shut out
Montreal 4-0 and St. Louis
nipped Philadelphia 2-1 in 10 innings.
In American League games,
the New York Yankees beat
Cleveland 7-2, Baltimore belted
Detroit 9-2, Texas tamed Kansas City 3-0, the Chicago White
Sox edged Oakland 4-3, Minnesota blanked California 4-0
and Milwaukee's game at Boston was rained out,
Cincinnati's Jaa Billingham
wound up with a seven-hitter
for his 10th victory of the sea-

who proceeded to hit a gametying homer, his first in the
majors, with two out in the
bottom of the ninth, countering
John Mllner's homer that had
given the Mets a short-lived
Lead in the top of the inning.
In the bottom of the 10th, the
Cubs loaded the bases and Jose
Cardenal dropped the Meta
deeper in the East Division cellar with'a game-ending single.
Atlanta belted five home
runs, including Hank Aaron's
20th of the season and 693rd of
his career. But the Dodgers,
5% games ahead of San Francisco in the West, had more

clutch hits in their bats.
"We never gave up," said
Bill Russell, who put Los Angeles ahead to stay with a tworun single and later scampered
home on Chris Cannizzaro's hit.
Bob Moose pitched the Pirates to their second straight
shutout, checking Montreal on
six hits. "It's super," he said,
"because it allows the hollpen
two days' rest—and you know
how bad they needed it."

Murcer Fined For
Blasting Officials

By HERSCHEL NISBENION.
Associated Press Sports'Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Bobby
Murcer met up with Bowie
Kuhn and Gaylord Perry Friday—and came away $250 poorone home run richer.
Luis Melendez, pinch-hitting er and
meeting was with
first
His
the
Cardifor Jose Cruz, drilled
oner Kuhn,
Commissi
Baseball
nals' game-winning single in
who nicked Murcer's 8100,000
the 10th to beat the Phillies.
wallet to the tune of 8250 for
the New York outfielder's
charges earlier in the week
that neither Kuhn nor American League President Joe Cronin "has the guts" to enforce a
rule prohibiting pitchers from
loading up the baseball with a
foreign substance.
Perry, who beat the Yankees
WIMBLEDON,England I AP) service game Friday, plays
Monday night in Cleveland,
Africa
4-2
of
South
Mitton
Bernard
pinning
is
Mayer
— Young Alex
the pitcher Murcer had in
was
today.
action
In
fourth-round
his chances of upsetting topMcKinley, a 6-2, 3-6, 7-5, 7-5 mind. Friday night, Murcer
seeded Plie Nastase today on
Holmes of tagged him fog a two-run
the hope that the mercurial Ro- victor over Norman
faces homer as the Yeas erupted for
,
Friday,
Fla.
Melbourne
manian ace will be in one of his
seed six runs in the fourth inning
4 Roger Taylor, the No. 3
down moods.
and whipped the Indians 7-2.
from
Britain.
concentra
lose
"Nastase does
Murcer gave the occasion of
No.
and
champion
Defending
the
tion now and then," noted
2 seed Billie Jean King of Long his home run the full treat21-year-old Mayer.
He shot his right arm
"I can't hope to overpower or Beach, Calif. easily beat Kerry ment.
in what might be
Friskyward
6-3
6-2,
of
Australia
Harris
to
got
4O*it-finesse him, so I've
power" sa"Yankee
a
termed
Lesley
meets
today
and
day
play solidly and wait for his
as 14 rounded first base,
lute
of
Hunt
Australia.
bad streaks."
Top-rated Margaret Court of then waved his batting helmet
Nastase, by far the most
downed Kate Latham at the cheering fans as he trotAustralia
in the men's
Bonds unleashed his 20th glamorous name
Calif. in her Fri- ted to the dugout.
Alto,
Palo
of
of
strike
the
by
d
decimate
homer of the season, a grand field
"It looked to me like a hangopponent today
Her
match.
day
PreTennis
slam, with Houston leading 3-1 the Association of
greaseball," he said of the
Glynis
ing
Britisher
untried
was
feasionals, coasted into the
at the time.
pitch he hit.
Coles.
6-4
6-2,
7-5,
a
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round
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But the Giants weren't fin"He threw me a couple of
Chris Evert of Fort LauderToshiro Sakai of
ished. In the ninth inning they victory over
ls that broke pretty
greasebal
impreslooked
who
Fla.,
dale,
poured nine runs across the Japan Friday.
sive Friday in beating Julie good, but he didn't throw as
from
student
law
a
Mayer,
plate. Garry Thomasson's twohis way Heldman of New York 6-3, 6-2, many tonight as he did in
run single, Garry Maddox' two- Wayne, N.J., earned
threw it on
16 by beating faced Janet Young of Australia. Cleveland. Then, he
run double, Ed Goodson's run- into the round of
Besides Mrs. King and Miss almost every pitch. This was
Czechof
Zednik
Vladimir
scoring single and Gary Matseen him
6-0, using a Evert, five other American the first time I've
thews' two-run double preceded oslovakia 8-6, 7-5,
ball,
up—fast
pitches
his
mix
the
to
advanced
have
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voland hard
Speier's capper, a two-run sznaahing serve
opponent round of 16. In today's play, slider and greaseball."
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who
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,
man started Garrett in left from Belleville
Bob sades, Calif. opposed No. 7 Ker- plans to train two closed-circuit
fifth, and
field "because I pitched some seeded
ry Melville of Australia; Patti television cameras on Perry,
early batting practice to him McKinley, from St. Ann, Mo.,
Hogan of La Jolla, Calif. played but an ABC-TV crew did zero
Wimwon
Chuck
whose brother
and he was swinging well."
No. 3 Evoone Goolegong of in on tbe Cleveland right-hantiGarrett homered to give Chi- !skidoo back in 1963.
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Alex Mayer Gunning
For Wimbledon Upset

toff's
Red Cross

ADHESIVE
TAPE

GOLF .
ATLANTA — Newcomer
Laura Baugh, 18, fired a threetinder-par 70 to share the lead
after the first round of the $30,000 Lady Tara Golf Classic with
veteran Sandra Haynie.
BASKETBALL
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. — Tom
Nissallie, who coached the
team when it was in Dallas two
years ago, was named head
coach of the transplanted San
Antonio Spurs of the American
Basketball Association.

Hale Irwin Leading In
Third Round Of Western

TOOTH BRUSH
Choice o! soft, medium, hard bristle.
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Reg. 69'
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THE MINI HAIR DRYER by Gillette
Maxis_smailtut mighty! Whether youset/our hair
• on rollers or not! Big enough to dry even the
longest hair with comb attachment for styling. $995
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SWEDISH TANNING
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body aches, neuralgia.
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with coconut oil and cocoa butter
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ANTISEPTIC
Kills germs that cause
bad breath, lasts for hours.
Qt. Bottle 32-oz.
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$ U9

Reg. '1.67
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DR. SCHOLL'S AIR-PILLO

LISTERINE

'2.49

HORSE RACING
NEW YORK — Blessed
gelica, SAO, WanMix Clementine Riese be'
neck at Aqueduct.
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COLGATE
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Cleanser Tableb
Pack of 40
Reg.
51.29

steady pace with a 69 for 135.
Most sensational of his four
birdies was a 25-foot chip shot
for a deuce on the third green,
Massengale also fired a 69 for
his 135, five times chipping
close to save pars and canning
birdies on a pair of four-foot
putts and one of 15 feet.
Massengale, Crampton and
Arnold Palmer were first round
leaders at 66. But Arnie, who
returned to his old putter to
fathom the bumpy greens
Thursday, lost the touch Friday.
He matched par 71 to be
grouped with Dick Crawford,
Tom Kite and Bruce Devlin in
fifth place at 137.
In fourth place was BWy Casper, winner of the Western in
1969, 196R and 1965. Casper had
not captured a tour victorysince 1971.
The field was trimmed to 78
for the final two rounds and it
took a score of 141 or better to
get in.
Top second-round scores Friday:
Hale Irwin 67-66-133
Bruce Crampton 66-69--135

Prices Good thru
July 4th

EXTRA DRY
kitRI
PR1
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
MUM
d
Unscente
`14-fsenio
Choice of Regular or
9-oz. can
Reg. '1.79

EFFERDENT

The Chicago White Sox, who,z,
lost their slugging first base...„
man Dick Allen on Thuradag
night with a hairline fracture
his left leg, gained first
Friday night as they defeated
the Oakland A's, knocking then,
into second place by four peri,;
centage points.
Ed Herrmann's eighth-inning_ _
homer was the margin of victory for Stan Etahnsen, 10-6.
Rico Petroce:!i's first-inning,
three-run homer for Boston was
washed out by a heavy rainstorm which postponed the Red
Sox-Brewers game after a 62.
minute delay.

IALS *
* JULY THE 4t SPEC
Payless Department

ARRID

I Inch x 5 yards-No. 5050
Reg. 73' ea.
Your 44
Choice

Perry used up his repertoire
of fidgets in the first inning
alone. Before his first pitch he
rubbed his pitching hand under
his left armpit. Before the inrang was over, he had gone to
the bill of his cap, his forehead,
the right side of his face, behind his right ear and the back
of his neck.
When Murcer came iap for
the first time, Perry gave him
the full routine. He took off his
cap and stared in toward the
plate while slowly rubbing up
the ball. That time, Murcer
grounded out.
In a pre-game news conference, Murcer described his
meeting with Kuhn.
"He said I ought to be a little
more discreet in my comments," Murcer related. "I told
him a lot of things are said in
the locker room after you lose
a close game. We'd just lost a
game which I felt we should
have won."
But he refused to back down
on his greaseball charges
against Perry.
"Yes, he throws a greaseball," Murcer said, "and he's
not alone. Since he's been in
the league there's been an increasing number of pitchers
trying to throw it.
"It looks like it's already
been legalized. I've felt the
stuff he puts on the ball, but I
don't think the umpires want to
feel it."

solo
By FRED ROTHENBERG . Earl Williams slammed a
Al
and
fourth
the
in
homer
Writer
Associated Press Sports
Until Friday night, no one in Bumbry added a two-run blast
the Bibby family owned an in the fourth.
Doyle Alexander pitched a
American League victory.
That didn't bother Henry Bib- five-hitter kr the Orioles.
In Anaheim Bert Blyleven
by, who makes his living playout the Angels for nine inshut
New
the
for
ing basketball
York Knicks, but it wasn't nings. Nolan Ryan held on only
doing anything for brother Jim. until the eighth. That one inBob
So Jim Bibby went out and ning was the difference.
in
homer
m
grand-sla
Darwin's
one-hit the Kansas City Royals,
pitching the Bibby family into the eighth gave the Twins the
the AL record book and the decision.
Blyleven surrendered just
Texas Rangers to a 3-0 victory.
Elsewhere in the American four hits while walking one to
League, New York pounded gain his 10th victory against
Cleveland 7-2; Baltimore eight losses.
slugged Detroit 9-2; Minnesota
blanked California 4-0; Chicago
edged Oakland 4-3 and the Boston-Milwaukee game was postponed because of ram.
In the National League, the
scores were: Chicago 4, New
York 3 in 10 innings; Pittsburgh 4, Montreal 0; Los Ange- By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN
les 12, Atlanta 9 in 12 innings; Associated Press sports Writer
CHICAGO( AP) — Hale Irwin
Cincinnati 4, San Diego 0; St.
one of the few touring golf
is
in10
in
1
hia
Louis 2, Philadelp
nings and San Francisco 14, pros who does not believe it
takes practice to keep sharp.
Houston 3.
"If you feel that your game
Kanthe
opened
Fran Healy
sas City sixth by doubling off is sharp, why go out and beat
the wall in left-center to spoil yourself into the ground practicing?" asked Irwin, who
the no-hitter.
Bibby had been acquired by missed only one green and
Texas June-4 from St. Louis. _rolled in five birdie putts of 10
He has else)au- one game in feet or less.
He carries a two-Arabi teed
the National League.
Roy White slugged two Into today's third resod of the
homers and Bobby. Murcer Western Open in search of his
added another in New York's first victory since taking the
victory over Gaylord Perry, Heritage Classic in 1971.
Irwin, 28, former star safety
whose pitching was being
filmed by ABC television to de- on the University of Colorado
termine if the Cleveland right- football team, tacked a 66 Frihander threw more than just a day to his opening 67 for 133—
nine-under-par for the compact
baseball!
Murcer had claimed, after Midlothian Country Club
Perry defeated the Yanks Last course.
"I don't go for changing putMonday in Cleveland, that Gaylord was applying an illegal ters. I've used the same one for
substance to make the ball do about seven years. It's not the
putter, it's the puttee," he says.
tricks.
Two shots back in the chase
"It looked like a hanging
for the $35,000 top award were
greaseball," Murcer said.
for
The night was a total failure Bruce Crampton, on target
for the Perry family. Jim, the his fifth tournament victory of
season, and Rick MassegreaselottarrY, was Pitching the
the long-haired Texan
ngale,
evabout
just
and
for Detroit
15,791 this
eirything be sent up to the plate who has won only
ended tip flu the standi.
Crampton, the 1971 Western
Baltimore's Boog Powell hit a
three-run homer in the first, Open champion, kept up his
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753-6051
with
counts
home
Owner
water.
country
Nice
6
I Small plants
'T.0 el E TO
I
office, and 4 over-head
new one. 24 hour emergency
7 Frog
Five speed, real sharp. Call 753'TA...Le g
only. Located 9 doors. Phone 753-3018.
6 Walks
couple
for
garden
rt..EtA.P
14C
July
753-5543.
service. Phone
t Lange American 8 8/1Lef vetch
LOS
. Ex- 8760 or see at Del's Gulf at Five
HER
WASHING
AF T
WINDOW
Highand
on
of
Murray
miles
north
HOUSE
ED
FURNISH
•
9 Licandm•aour
CM
,.0.14 00 S EMI
Jul2C
Phone
perienced. Very reasonable Points.
ERR,/
apartments. Near university.
12 Owef artery
ATI-1ES E R A rt way 641. $135.00 a month. JullOC
R
E
Specimen
10
your additions- prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS, Newly decorated. Boys or girls. FOR ALL
49
436-5479.
-IRtA
et
1:11 'IE
R
E
11 Boor 00 vister
14 Pasteboard
July7C
T R i
living room, kitchen, bathroom Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July remodeling, residential or Thompson.
R'E I
A:644`t
13 Searches for
16 Spawn Pots
IL
....17
.
E.4
S
,S,,A,R
7
commercial. New or old. Free
and shower and bath. One or two 24C
Fateashootts
16
17 Ptonoun
4
etI.Ci
E
V.,1
.
N
S L.RE
19 Caelforewers
TFC
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartestimates. Call 753-8123,
16 9. mistaken
L4,14,1" E
TUNiNG-RepairIIR E 0 A, N
name
PIANO
19 Grab ol thnie 213-11asn's
ments, South 16th Street, 753- TWO BEDROOM frame house
Worship
22
Prompt expert
20 Simian
g.
rebuildin
26C
July
6609.
carpeted throughout. Wired for ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service
21 Alternating cur- 23 Liquid
38 Detest
30 Expelled
service. 15 years experience.
tank
septic
25 Frani:111cm
dryer.
on
TFC
E
and
Phone
642-6551.
Paris,
washer
ESTIMAT
stove,
FREE
ma lab& I
electric
39 Partner
31 Whimper
'school
for sale. Ben W.
22 Directed
41 Vast age
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, No pets or children. Phone 753installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Rebuilt pianos
32 Motored
toward target 26 Leases
. Phone
Kentucky,
Murray,
Campeau
Dyer,
42
air
(slang
J2C
furnished, private entrance,
28 Tells secrets
1836.
23 Stroll
TFC
44 Greek letter
33 Coarse Nur net
753-8911
tor.
29 Ancient Irishrefrigera
ed,
needs
condition
building
24 Sawing irrip
YOUR
FOR
46 Note of scale
35 Crates
man
and
ROOFING
ER,
merits
South
CARPENT
s,
Apartment
old,
or
n
new
Zimmerma
remodeling additions,
26 Retains
July 26C
concrete work. Call after 6 p.m. PIANO TUNING and Repair.
16th. Phone 753-6609.
large or small jobs. Call 75327 Frigid
J30C Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
bedroom
I Bought My Form Through
One small 2
July 25C 753-9629.
26 Yugoslav
7955.
WAD
location.
craftsman Piano Technician
leader
Excellent
house.
I Illuolt My Born Roth Mat•roal
ROOM suite of offices,
TFC
THREE
29 Entrances
Phone
pets.
lettered
Guild.
no
hand
ER
SIGNS
WORK;
trucking,
children.
HANNA
BULLDOZ
NO
a
Ady•rttsod en
31 Father and
central heat and air, carpeted.
WANLAR
gravel, fill dbl and commercial arts. Phone 753bank
also
53-3018.
mother
20
I Sought My Tractor Through a
Immediate possession. Prime
July5C
34 Reign
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3548138. 9185.
111.AMLAD
35 More petite
location. Phone Roberts Realty
TFC
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
My Family LOVOS B•tter Barr:ruse I
36 Preposlhon
LOCAL FAMILY wants perJ30C NEATLY FURNISHED apartRoad and Buy Through the
753-1651.
37 Employ
19,9111A125
manent home to rent. Four or
conair
and
38 Stops
ment, carpeted
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
three bedrooms. Phone 753-8002
AUTOS FOR SALE
39 Cry of cow
week
the
by
Available
ditioned.
Carpet
Phone
bedroom
steam
cleaned.
ONE
ED
FURNISH
40 Pronoun
July6C
or 753-2337.
TFC
41 Artist s stand
apartment. Air conditioned, or month. Also one apartment MAster 489-2504.
30
e
4
-.
con.
air
Skylark,
BUICK
1963
May
semester.
42 Nimbus
ajacent to MSU Campus. Couple available for fall
phone 'es HELP WANTED
43 Lower in rank
J30C be seen at Kelly's Pest Control. PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- ditioned. Good condition,
only,Phone 753-3805.
45 Putted up
July2C
753-0954.
July2C
St.
13th
S.
100
Located
47 Sand hilts
terior, and sheet rock finishing.
COURIER-JOURNAL paper boy
46 Satiated
All work guaranteed. For free FORD VAN, 1968 can be seen at for route in city of Murray. For
CUSUP110 ADlIl
kr yew
KY. LAKE two bedroom, late DUPLEX FOR rent, two
J30C
front hoine for rent by week bedrooms, 3 miles from Murray. estimates phone Sammie Atkins 603 Main after 5 p.m. Price to sell details call 753-8931.
during July and August. Free Call 753-5996 after 7 p.m. July2C Painting & Decorating 437$250.00 or phone 753-4910. July2C
1 in short supply
July 20C
4534.
anchor or boat slip available, Call
2 Gorman title
HELP WANTED, cook's helper,
3 Ancient
J2C
7:30
p.m.
after
436-5459
Inc.
LARGE EFFICIENCY apartexperience
cooking
some
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,
4 River in Italy
Service 1966 CHEVROLET, four door,
ment, newly decorated, large JOHN'S REPAIR
Kentucky Lake badge
necessary.
closet and storage space. Plumbing-electrical-roofing and automatic, V-8, perfect condition. Restaurant. Aurora, Ky. Phone
J30C
Electric heat and air conditioned, carpentry. Phone 7534897 days or Phone 753-3732.
TWO
July2C
5E611435E
474-2259.
WELL,IX) 404)
TFC
nights.
West
1606
753-7625
entrance.
OF
private
END
THE
STARS THAT MAKE
July2C
Main.
THE f346 DIPPER 7 JU5T FOLLOW
WILL KEEP children age 3-5.
THEM 511ZA16HT 017 5IX 5PACE5,
INSURANCE SALESMAN
AND TREKV5 THE NORTH 5TARTWO BEDROOM 12 x 60 house Five days a week 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Need two men or women in
Jul2C
trailer also two bedroom fur- Phone 753-8905.
your area to help me
rent
apartment,
nished
service our present clients
reasonable. Phone 753-8333 or 753- R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality 1973 GMC pick-up, custom cab,
full ftme. Commission plus
July2C work guaranteed. Business and 2500 miles. A-1 condition, phone
7571.
renewals and bonus. For
July2C
full information and perresidential. Free estimates. 753-9457.
sonal interview write to or
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex Phone day or night Mayfield 247TFC PONTIAC GTO, 1968, automatic
phone:
unfurnished, carpeted and air 7201.
:$LONDIE
transmission, tape player. Will
YOU ALWAYS LOOK AT- THE
Mr. John W. Isbell
conditioned. Two blocks from
DARK SIDE OF THINGS
sell cheap! Call 753-3037 during
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
University, available July 10,
day and 753-5366 at night. July2C
Box 442
6100 a month. Deposit required,
Fulton, Ky. 42041
call 753-5421 after 5 p.m. July7C
1969 DODGE GT sports with new
Phone 472-3925
motor and transmission. Phone
J30C
753-6856.
Panel
Legal Notice
DAY ORDERLY for nursing
like
Cricket,
H
nt, experience not
PLYMOUT
departme
1972
CITY ORDINANCE
new, mileage 7,350. Price $1,600. required. Apply at Personnel
Phone 753-0509.
J30C Department, Murray Calloway
AN ORDINANCE RELATING
Remodeling
Hospital. An Equal opportunity
TO A PROPOSED HIGHWAY
July3C
FREUSIliviTE
employer.
PROJECT WITHIN THE CITY
LIMITS OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, PERTAINING TO A
/53-0961
TRAFFIC AGREEMENT
OM
PHANT
THE
OF
CITY
THE
• BETWEEN
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
MURRAY AND THE COM- CLAYTON & JARVIS Painting
MONWEALTH.
churches,
Contractors. Homes,
Must be a reliable, mature person who is willing
WHEREAS, the Kentuckyrcommercial. Free estimate inr
hereinafte
Bureau of Highways
cludes starting and completion
to learn a difficult job.
referred to as "Bureau") has dates,and complete description
Apply In Writing to:
made a survey and prepared of materials to be used. You will
plans on Highway Project, S.P. like our quality and prices. Stop
P.O. BOX 574
18-4103-4L; S 328( 4), in the City of satin' call Clayton at 437-4790 or
Murray,(hereinafter referred to 437-4712.
July 10P
as "City") and described as
Murray
follows: Main Street in
HING &
(Ky. 94) from the intersection of JERRY'S REFINIS
Furniture, 6 miles
Built
Custom
and
Street
16th
and
Main Street
on Hwy. 641.
extending east to the intersection South of Murray
owner. (502) 492of Main Street and 6th Street; Jerry McCoy,
TFC
including therein all of the right, W7.
title and interest held by the City ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
RE RAD NE MEN
in the approaches to any other gutters. We cover all exposed
Di& T4E DRAiNAE,E
city street crossed by said wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
Dr104 AND THEN RAD
Profect.
THEM Fu. IT IN
enamel aluminum siding. All
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT aluminum gutters and down
AGAIN
ORDAINED BY THE CITY spouts. Free
estimates. Phone
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF 753-8783,
July3C
MIJRRAY, KENTUCKY
That the following be ratified
and approved by this Council:
Section I. That the City
recognizes that certain traffic
regulations will be required by
the construption of the project
within the city limits and hereby
grants to the Mayor authority to
• NANCY
enter into a contract ( designated
I WONDER
PUT UP
as HD 11-39) on behalf of the City
Mal( F
NOTICE
IF THAT'S
with the Bureau putting into
S
MITT
YOUR
TRUE
this
of
provisions
effect the
section.
Section II. Any Ordinances or
FRUIT
parts of Ordinances in conflict
GOOD FOR
kerewith are hereby repealed to
YOUR
the extent of such conflict.
HEALTH
design protection proSection III. This Ordinance
grams that take into acconand
shall be introduced
count the particular needs
sidered by the City Council with
and responsibilities of prurelation to pertinent Kentucky
dent family heads. If your
of
s
ordinance
Statutes, and
life insurance picwre !soul
Murray, Kentucky.
of focus, why not let me
Holmes Ellis
design a realistic one for
Lil' ABNER
ITC
MAYOR
)
you'
l'LLTELL YOU
YES-AND I'M
(-.
THE LAST OF
I'VE
WHAT
TO
READY
Peace
David
THE
LEARNED IN
TAKE
SO YOU'VE
Rt. 7 Box 263
SERVICES OFFERED
MY 7tD YEARS
CHARGE
GRADUATED
Murray. Ky.
IN CHARGE
OF THE
t'OUR
FROM,
Ph. 753-9413
OF GIVING
BLUEBIRD
SOCI,ALAWAY
FOUNDATIONuRLIFT
eSLUEBIRD
COURSE?
MONEY-

Crossword Puzzle
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Sot

Tod

Ce

Help
with
Bled'

REGI

•Papering
•Painting
Ii n.:g
•Ceiling. Tile
Complete Rome

Bill -Woo gbton

HELP WANTED

AEGISTE
be given
local Sir
BelaireSi

CLOSE 0
three wee
advantagi
non's Bo(
Store. 4th

KELLY'S
Control, p
13th Stree
lets bugs I

Carrier Applications

WANTED
Call . . .

753-7116

The Courier-Journal

"THE DOCTOR"
Is Alive

MALE
missing
and leth
753-7140
July3C

and
Well
in Murray

"Specialists in the repair and service
of VW vehicles."
not an associate of AMA

BARBER
HORNBUCKLE'S
Shop, Tuesday through Saturday,
8:30 a.m. 5:00 p.m., after 5:0,1
p.m. by appointment. Phone 7539067. Price $1.25; boys, $1.00. 209
J3ONC
Walnut Street.

Metropolitan Life
Ng. Yolk N Y
We sell life insurance
But our business is life-

THE DOCTOR
North 4th St. & Pine
753-0223

FOR T
Service
Supero
pany,71
• -4,

----SATURDAY-JUNE IS, 1273
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IT'S EASY
To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

WANT-ADS

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

7534916

essmemmemosommiii:,

xcellent
J3C

REAL MATE FOR SALE

Another View

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

KENIANA SHORES-Large
wooded lots for sale-as little sir
$895 with $10 down & $10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Keniaria
July 25C
signs to office.

NOTICE

vertible,
ub caps.
Call 753at Five
Jul2C

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation -_
with the exception of only a
Week

Repair
expert
)erience
Ben W
, . Phone
TFC

COUNTRY LOTS; treea, water.
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
Sam Harris 7534061. June 3ONC

nts perFour or
7534002
July6C

0

's helper,
perience
ike Lodge
.y. Phone
July2C

'MAN
men in
p me
clients
xi plus
s. For
id perk to or

Melt
IC. CO.

1)41
25

r nursing
lence not
Personnel
Calloway
mportunity
July3C

Inc.

Birthday
Celebration

Hwy. 94 at Lynnville

* NOTICE *

CITY LAND FILL
Will Be

FOR SALE

CLOSED JULY 4th
City of Murray

Rex Billin: on, Supt.

rvin Cobb Resort

5 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Thurs.
5 a.m.-10 p.m. - Fri., Sat,-Sun.

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

Catfish Dinners
We Also Have

v Chicken v Steaks
1/ Country Ham, etc.

New Janitorial Services

753-7278

Sherry
Sills

753-7132

Rice

PERRY'S SHOE STORE & DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

Murray, Ky.

South 12th Street

Miss Your Paper

1

Some Men's Shoes at ½ Price
Selling Below Cost

rec-43°

Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811

IS

DRESS SHOES & SANDALS
2. Price
1
at /

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,

JEWELART

a tus

All Ladies and Little Girls

Thanks,

aper boy
may. For
J30C .

Nilling

CLEARANCE SALE

1972 RANGER Bass boat fully ,*
equipped with 140 h.p. mercury,
heavy duty trailer, trolling motor
and locator, all other accessories.'
Jul2C
Phone 753-7154.
.!‘
ft. KIFtBY VACUUMS-The shag.
cubic
17.4
TAPPAN
ANTIQUE BOOKCASE, 140
specialist that adjusts to any
refrigerator freezer, $250.00.
J2P
years old. Phone 437-4664.
Sears 23,000 BTU air conditioner, carpet. New and used vacuum3.5
on';
$235.00. Both 2 years old, like for sale. For demonstrati
CAMPERS! CAMPERS! A lot new. 753-8045.
Mike Hutchens, your local.t
phone
J30C
To. Reg. Ut Pet.00.-Al rit•ts nominal
•IST3 1/ UMW Femme arrow. or.
full of them at prices you couldn't
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753-4:
Ju131Cnr
•I
believe, starting at $450.00. Full MAYERS ELECTRIC % h.p. 0359.
"
DLY.
13A
"THE ALASKAN P1PELI
type, fold down and motor homes. well pump, with BO feet plastic
New and used. At Bill's Camper hose, with jet. $50.00. Bathroom BEAUTIFULLY
i
RESTORED,
Corner, located at Bill's Mobile lavatory( white),$7.00. 753REAL-MATE FOR SALE
authentic pie safe Phone 753-REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road, 3340.
July 17Q:
J30C 7616.
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect- for
INCOME PROPERTY for sale or BY OWNER: spacious houie Information 4434150.
J30C CHINA-EKCO prudence china, TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstongt
trade partially furnished central with large swimming pool in
rock
landscaped
beautifully
Monique pattern:twelve 5.ptece turck tires, first line;
air and heat. Excellent condition,
COUCH AND chair, brown nylon. place settings, 2 serving dishes, OUZO - 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
Immediate possession. Monthly garden and privacy; winGood condition, $15.00. Call 753- creamer and sugar. Superior
- 10 ply 09.18 +$7,33
Income $570. Priced at $49,500 tergarden; large family room
J30C condition. $149.50 complete. Call 9130x20
0249.
three
room,
living
with
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
fireplace;
located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436J3OP Armstong's best highway tread
7534483.
July14NC bedrooms, 2 baths; fully
5479.
truck tires;
equipped Tappan kitchen; POOL TABLE, 7 ft., Sears
•
central air and heat. Call 753-8052 Diplomat, 4 cues and balls, used AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORTS, 825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
after 7:00 p.m.for appointone year, 6175.08; Boat, Swiss 6, two gas, one diesel. Body shop 900:20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
UNDER
CONSTRUCTION- ment.
July7C 15 ft., fiberglass; 90 h.p. Johnson, closing all equipment for sale. 1000i20. 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
three bedroom house with family
Armstrong's best traction
motor, 1965; and trailer, cx- Parts, Term. 642-0956 or 6422 baths; also four
/
room and 11
July5C truck tires;
51385.
Phone
$1,050.00.
%
condition,
cellent
acre,
lot,
WOODED
CORNER
Today Begins Our
bedroom house with 2,01 baths.
825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
July3C
Both with central heat and air located at Elm Grove sub- 753-3720.
BODY SHOP closing. Large air 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $11.51
up.
hook
City
water
division.
and carpet. Can be seen by
compressor, sanders, buffers, air 1000:20 - 12 ply $83.09 + 110.
July3C Phone 753-5005 (week-days) or FARM EQUIPMENT for Sale and hydraulic jacks. Valve Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benti
calling 753-39(13
July7C outstanding 430 John Deere
753-2667 i week-ends).
July 1
Tractor, 3-12" plows, two row grinding machine, complete Ky.
John Deere drill, John Deere painting equipment, arc welder,
Help us celebrate
cultivators, 6' John Deere gas welder, two kerosine forcedFOUR BEDROOMS,kitchen includes new Frigidaire self
mower, bush hog, John Deere air space heaters, used 'car and
maker,
ice
with
refrigerator
cleaning oven, surface units,
with unbelievable
For further information call truck tires, etc. Also office
disc.
and
dishwasher; utility includes new Frigidaire washer
or nights 753-4672. July7C equipment; desk, chairs, check
753-5602
RIVER QUEEN
Birt,hday Specials
dryer; two baths, priced under $28.000-Give us a bid'
writer, dictaphone-. Three
HOUSE BOAT
CaRParis,
transport.
automobile
1972 YAMAHA 175 enduro, only
TRANSFERABLE LOAN-63,4 per cent- Three bedrooms
REGISTER FOR FREE
842-0958 or 6426. Has Ford InPhone
Sleeps
Tenn.
767F
hone
road.
on
1800
miles
with three walk in closets; living room with fire place;
July5C
teceptor Marine engine and
GIFTS
July7C R1116.
2357.
dining room; foyer; attractively decorated.
5 KW Generator. Has
electric heat and air
HONDA CL 100, Good con1970
h.p.
50
G3
boat,
GLASSPAR
14'
electric
area;
dining
with
THREE ACRES: living room
J3ONC
conditioning, water beat
1972 Evinrude 40 hours. $1300, dition, Call 436-2289.
1117 N. Arcadia
logs in sto'ne fireplace kitchen-den 14' x 30'; three
and refrigerator. Has radio
trailer included. See 1613 Sunset,
bedrooms carpeted, located on Lynn Grove Highway.
arid Sonar depth finder.
July7C COLONIAL SOFA, 8 feet long,
753-7129.
May be seen at....
$15.00.
chair
arm
and
$50.00
furnished;
side
one
DUPLEX-central heat and air,
.tEGISTER FOR free fabric to
Billington-Forsee
July2C
area
($95) and 1963 Phone 7534801.
dining
SIMCA
1961
room,
living
bedrooms,
in
carpets
plush
green
your
at
week
be given away each
Tractors Co., Inc.
$315
of
income
.
vanity
Also
FM
(650).
Chrysler
marble
Comhas
bathroom
bath;
and
local Singer Sewing Center,
763-2522
munications receiver, Allied RUMAGE SALE,Saturday, June
per month; now leased: Owner leaving town Give us a
J30C
Belaire Shopping Center.
Radio Shack model, $80.00, can 30, in front of old Bulks, on west
bid.
be seen at Thoroughbred side of court square.9a.m. unCLOSE OUT sale still on. We're
.130NC CAMPER: HARDTOP,
large
-Five
July3NC til.
testaurant.
FINANCING
WITH
ASSIST
WILL
OWNER
three weeks late moving, so take
six sleeper, two 'years old, exwith
room
family
fireplace,
bedrooms, living room with
advantage of low prices. Vercellent condition. Call 7532
D
cattle,
ANGUS
REGISTERE
room;
14' FIBERGLASS ski or fishing
fireplace, three baths, dining room; breakfast
non's Boot, Shoe and Western
J30C
and calves; 4 bulls, 2 angus 1202.
cows
residence
plus
40
h.p.
and
income
with
trailer
to
boat,
conducive
arrangement
J2C
Store. 4th and Sycamore.
Johnson motor. Excellent con- and 2 Charolais. Phone 437-4365.
July2P VA LOANS, no down payment toi';
dition, $600.00. Two 20 pound LP James Mitchuson.
CENTRAL HEAT: three bedrooms, den with sliding glass
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
qualified veteran. 12 years
gas tanks and one bed frame. Call
doors to patio, white ceramic bath; outside of city.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
pay. Drive on out almost 'toi.
for
sale
STOVE
ELECTRIC
July3C
753-2590.
13th Street, "every day you delay
River Bridge on Beltllije.:
Clarks
489chicken
Phone
house,
condition.
gOod
$20.00,
smoke
barn,
FIVE ACRES-pond, stock
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C
July2C Bank financing on spot.
JULY 411I specials. Cotton and 2639.
house three bedroom brick with detached garage, East of
Mobile Homes, 3900 Smith
city.
polyester, single and double
1 er
1:00,00000000000000000
Highway, Paducah,
Beltline
(12
x
1971
HOME,
MOBILE
65)
at
knits, one table $1.76, another
If You
J300
only $1.00. Your Singer Sewing central heat, window air con- 4434150.
TWO MILES SOUTH-central heat and air, bedrooms 16x
ditioner, also underpening. Call
20, 10 x 16, 12 x 16; recreation room 20 x 26, two baths;
Center, Belaire Shopping CenJuly6C CREOSOTE POLES, ty to 25';
J3 C 492-8858 after 4 p.m.
carpted; interior paneled and sheet rock; exterior, brick
ter.
and treated fence posts. Murray
Please Phone
immediate possession.
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
only
prints"
PEOPLE
"LITTLE
Call
Your
1973 GRAND Prix, loaded,
J3K
Street.
FOUR BEDROOMS,built in range and oven; large patio;
Shop,
Singer
J30C $1.69 at your
02-8615.
.
West
of
Alin°
Heights.
located
carport.
4100pare elsewhere at nearly
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales'
SKI Boat 60 h.p. Evian& twice the price. Murray Sewing
14FT.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
UNDER 810,000-living room with fireplace, kitchen with
CenShopping
motor, excellent condition, call Center, Belaire
two bedrooms, utility room, two lots, located near
den,
J30C Benton Highway. Travel trailers'
J3OP ter.
7534323.
If No Results:
pickup camper, toppers. We also!
Kentucky Lake
cling:Tel-8 by the week oil
rent
Phone
small,
FOR
sewing
DOGHOUSES
TREADLE TYPE singer
Call 247-8187 or 4801
weekend.
SHERWOOD FOREST-central heat and air, living room
machine, 102 size metal bed, full- medium, large and extra large
J30C
has blue-green shag carpet; DINING ROOM; two baths
of army bunk dogs. Price range from $16.00 to 2303.
set
bed
wooden
size
with antique framed mirror;
vanity
marbelized
with
J3ONC
p.m.,
and
753-1712.
Phone
5:00
$35.00.
Before
beds, dining room table
KENTUCKY'S LARGES'i
garage
chairs. Apartment size electric
Then
variety of pistols. Buy now
CARPET
J30C
EST
CLEANING
753-4955.
Phone
stove.
you can still get them ai
BEDROOM BRICK-carpeted, kitchen with
FOUR
easy
and
so
used,
p.m.
ever
cleaner you
After 5:30
prices. Country Box
reasonable
dining, utility room, wooded lot, located near university.
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent
white
,
people. 9 milei
pistol
the
GUTTERING
Stores,
SEAMLESS
p.m.
6:30
- FOR OFFICES Until
electric shampooer $1.00. Big K,
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
JUST LISTED-near city park-three bedrooms, one
enamel finish, never needs
J30C
Center.
- Why have 2 or 3 people do this service when you can get
Shopping
Belaire
and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
bedroom 15 x 30; two baths. lot 100 x 350, wooded.
painting. Free estimate. Phone
COMPLETE SERVICE from 1 company.
J30C
-ft000ecieciecopectooc
p.m.
7534407 or 75.1-8992. Atkins Gutter
go
paths
carpet
DOWN
BEATEN
-WE HAVE GOOD REFERENCESJuly 10C
FOUR BEDROOMS-plus study, Vor baths, FORMAL
Service, Murray.
Rent
arrives.
Lustre
Blue
when
LOST & FOUND
If contacted by July 7th
SPRING AND mattress (54 x 00)
DINING ROOM, family room with fireplace, entry hall,
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik $20.00. Phone 753-7133.
SPECIAL 1,2 Price
July2C
walk in closets, located in CANTERBURY.
CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to Market,Five Points.
J30C
On Monthly Janitorial Service
new location behind Tom's Pizza
MALE GERMAN Sheppard,
CENTRAL HEAT AND AIR,informal, paneled, carpeted,
Palace to open up our new REGISTERED
POLLED BOAT 18 FT. inboard arid outmissing in vacinity of Sunset Dr.
living area 18 X 18, 1 142 baths, carpeted bedrooms with one
Boyd & Woodward Maintenance, Inc.
WesteTftore and a new boot and Hereford bulls. Service age. Also board 165 h.p. tri-hull, walk
and 161h. St. If found or seen call
bedroom having built in desk with drawers and shelves
753-7140 after 5 p.m. Reward.
shoe stare. Vernon's corner of 4th old straw Can be picked up in through windshield, Mercury
HOME & OFFICE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
fl or to ceiling; school bus stops at paved drive.
from
July3C
&Sycamore. Open Sundays. TFC field by Saturday or next week. outdrive, full top with extra
_SERVICE
cover, will consider any ijid.
Rex Robinson, 901-247-5487.
CALI. for FREE ESTIMATE to 436-2403
IN(1)ME PROPERTY -duplex, furnished, centrally
Delta wing ski-kite with all acd, A-1 Puiyear,Tennessee.
J3OP
LFJpropelle
COMBINE,'SE
located, near church and downtown, $15,000
cessories $200.00. Floating lounge
shape, $3500. Call Dover, Tenn.,
815-232-7284 or 615-232-7773 or 815- 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spanie chair $18.00, shower stall $15.00,
78 ACRES With GO acteilin cultivation: tool shed, two stock
J3ONC puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish lavatory $10.00, new Royal
232-7404.
0
fenced
several
barns, pig house with farrowing house,
electric portable typewriter,
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753.
WANTED TO BUY
pens, tobacco barn, three bedroom home, dining room,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
$100.00, compact. portable
60'
x
1972,
12'
HOME,
MOBILE
July 24NC
9457.
For Appointment
utility, two car garage, located near Lynn Grove.
washer, $30.00, self propellkd
two bedrooms, two baths, fully
lawn mower 225.00. Phone 7f3carpeted with central air. Phone
******
******
******
Call
******
•
1
SELL toy poodle puppy, 3 4487.
ANT TO BUY used furniture,
July1C
J30C MUST
753-6855 after 5:00 p.m.
any condition, no appliances.
months old, black, AKC
Give Loretta, Bill. Don or Wayne a call at
July 2.3C •
registered. Phone 753-0871. June MARK TWAIN, 18' boat, motor
BY OWNER
•
1972 HONDA 350, low mileage,
Ph"751378.
eauty Box
and trailer like new. Call 753:
house
753or
brick
753-1586
Phone
new,
bedroom
like
Four
July2C
•
Next Door to Town
baths,
J5C
3590 after 5:00.
• on deep lot. Two
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A
Country Dress Shoppe
ANT TO buy gold and silver
202S. 4th St. Across from Post Office Phone 753-3263.
living room, dining room,•
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 PING-PONG table and Magnus
oins, also extra clean old model • large paneled den with
ALUMINUM gut- BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. chord organ. Call 753-4921. July2C
Multiple Listings
SEAMLESS
Member
.12P
ar. Phone 753-0415.
PEST CONTROL
lots
fireplace, kitchen, with
ters. Baked on acrylic finish. 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU,
Sales Personnel Residence Phones-Loretta Jobs-753...
• of cabinets, full basement.
•
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for $285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby BOAT MOTOR, used, $50.00 also
e
FOR THE best in pest control
753-5086; Don Nanney - 753-9912;
6079; Wayne Wilson
Located at 512 Broad.
air •
free estimate Dale Campbell 753- Sales Highway 68, Benton, used chain sayr $75.00. Call after
used
TO
buy,
•
WANTED
call
control
and
$21,11•0.01
termite
753-5657
service
Bill Adams -Cash Price
▪
J30C
July 17C 8:30 p.m. 436-i197.
July 20C Kentucky
7775.
and tv antenna. •
•
Superior Exteeminating comlcond1tIoner
Phone 753-3953
▪
July2C
753-8321.
TFC IPhone
pany, 753-7266.
•

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available

. NT
:
!

FOR SALE

THREE BEDROOM brick GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
veneer, near downtown, $20,000 seamless gutters, installed per
J2C your specifications. Call Larry
call 753-1408.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate.
FOR SALE

skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

Repair.
egistered
chnician
TFC

FOR SALE

B

•
•
•

FOR SALE

•
•
•

Wilson Real Estate
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Nixon Asks.CongresseTo Ehrlichman Says His Evidence
-Approve Research Effort Can 'Trip Up' Dean Testimony
would be renamed the Nuclear
By FRANK COFtMIER
Associated Press Writer
Energy Commission.
To head a new White House
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
AP) — President Nixon wants energy policy office, Nixon apCongress to approve a five- pointed Colorado Gov. John A.
year, $10 billion research effort Love, who will serve as a $42,to find new energy sources and 500-a-year presidential assistbetter exploit those at hand.
ant.
In a far-ranging policy stateAlso on Friday, Nixon conment on reorganization of the ferred for 40 minutes with
nation's energy programs, Nix- French Foreign Minister Michon also asked on Friday that all el Jobert on U.S.-European reAmericans voluntarily cut ener- lations. Jobert spent a much
gy use by five per cent in the 7 longer period meeting with
next 12 months He suggested Henry A. Kissinger, the Presihey drive more slowly and dent's foreign affairs adviser.
keep their homes and offices
The President also kept a
hotter in summer and cooler in close watch on successful White
winter.
House efforts to promote a
The President said the feder- compromise with Congress on
al government would promote a Indochina war funding.
-conservation ethic" by reducPress Secretary Ronald I..
ing its energy usage by seven Ziegler hinted that, if the cornper cent.
promise had failed, Nixon
Nixon asked Congress to per- might have cut short his Calimit the creation of a new De- fornia stay and returned to
partment of Energy and Natu- Washington to confront Conral Resources to replace the gress.
present Interior Department.
The proposed cabinet agency
would take over some functions
of the Agriculture, Commerce,
Defense and Transportation departznents and of the Atomic
Energy Commission, which

Snakehandlers'
Rally Planned
For Tom morrow

Simon .. .

Some 4(10 people are expected
to attend a rally Sunday at the
tiny mountain church where
two men died from drinking
strychnine during a prayer
service last April.
The pastor, the Rev. Liston
Pack, said Friday that snakes,
blowtorches and strychnine will
be on hand just in case anyone
becomes "annointed with the
spirit" during the rally and
wants to prove his faith.
Pack and his flock are under
a court order not to handle poisonous snakes. The order was
issued by a circuit judge after
Pack's brother, Buford Pack,
and another member, Jimmy
Williams, died of strychnine
poisoning.
The judge banned the use of
snakes during church services
but said he could find no law to
prevent anyone from drinking
poison.
"We don't want to challenge
the court or anything like
that," said Pack, who makes
his living as a truck driver,
"But when you're annointed by
the Holy Spirit to handle the
serpent, you do it."

Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Former White House aide John D.
Ehrlichman says he has evidence to "trip up" the sworn
testimony of John Dean HI.
Ehrlichman said he believes
Dean is trying to implicate
Pre:ldent Nixon to save himself
from criminal prosecution.
"The only person who would
have been in a position to keep
abreast of an investigation and
to have taken steps to protect
the three or four people, including himself, who were involved in the inception of this
thing, was Dean," Ehrlichman
said.
The former presidential counsel ,"was uniquely at the pivot
point of the cover-up," said Ehrlichman in the strongest counterattack to date against Dean.
statements
Ehrlichman's
came in an interview with the
Christian Science Monitor as
Dean concluded Friday five
days of exhaustive testimony
and stood firm on his charge
that President Nixon knew the
outlines of the cover-up as early as last Sept. 15.
Dean said Ehrlichman and
former White House chief of
staff H.R. Haldeman shared
that knowledge with the President.
Ehrlichman said in a CBS
television interview he first became aware a cover-up was in
progress last March after he
had begun an investigation at
the request of the President.

he had never been told to inVestigate the possible involvement of White House aides
in the Watergate break-in and
had never done so.
Ehrlichman said in the Christian Science Monitor interview
that Dean told Nixon, Haldeman and himself that "a very
vigorous and intensive investigation had not produced any
evidence to implicate anyone
except the seven men indicted
In the break-in.
In other developments, former Attorney General John
Mitchell's attorney said his
client definitely has no information implicating the President
in the cover-up.

Dr. David C.4.Roos
To Speak Sunday
At First Chiirch

Dr. Fisher, Sr.,
Gives Sermon Title

Ambulance

(Continued from Page 1)
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SLACKS
TROUSERS
Plain SKIRTS SWEATERS

SLOBS
(2-Pisce)

Coats
Dresses

•

Big bells, 391 ea.
pleats, maxis, stiede trim extra,

(Plain)

Free
Storage
--

Maxis, Zip Linings,
Ftir Trim, Ftliats,
Suedes, eitm

Insured!
Mothproofed!
No boxing!
Pay only regular cleaning
this ta

-;

Laundered

SIIIR S

Folded or

on Hangers.

5 990
for

All Week

One HOUR cLeaneRs
Central Shoup-lift Center )
(
Ow 7 s.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday
MMus 753-9081

Dean's claim that President
Nixon knew of the coverup
caused Sen. Howard H. Baker,
R-Tenn., ranking Republican on
the Senate committee, to urge
the President to find some way
to submit a response under
oath.
Baker acknowledged any
such steps might involve a
clash with the doctrine of the
separation of powers. A 'White
House spokesman indicated
such a move was unlikely.
Special prosecutor Archibald
Cox made it known that he has
received differing opinions
from his staff on whether Nixon
or any president could be subpoenaed before a grand jury to
testify or indicted and tried.
Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr.,
R-Conn., a member of the Watergate committee, ordered former White Heuse aide Charles
W. Colson to leave his office
after Colson admitted he wrote
a memo suggesting a tax audit
on the returns of Harold J. Gibbons, until recently a vice president of the Teamsters Union in
St. Louis, Mo.
The memo described Gibbons
as ardently anti-Nixon and "an
all out enemy."
Weicker's aides said that
when Colson told the senator he
had written that memo the Connecticut Republican told him:
"You make me sick ... you can
just get your ass out of my office ... I just don't even want to
talk to you any more."
The aides said that Colson
had asked to visit Weicker to
deny he had tried to plant news
stories that the senator failed
to report some 1970 campaign
contributions.

U.S., Russia, Set To
Begin Weather Venture
By FRANK CAREY
AP Science Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
United States and the Soviet
Union are set to begin an unprecedented $40 million scientific effort by 26 nations to find
better means of forecasting the
world's weather, the government announced Friday.
The venture will focus on and
above a nearly 17 millionsquare-mile area of the planet's
equatorial belt. The tropical
area contains the main atmospheric "heat engine" that drives the general circulation of the
global atmosphere.
More than 5,000 scientists, 34
ships, 11 aircraft, and the instruments from 250 weather observation stations in 46 countries will be employed.
Objectives will range from
seeking means to better forecast hurricanes and typhoons to
exploring possibilities for modifying tropical weather.
The National Science Foundation said the project will begin
Aug. 1 when two Soviet ships
are scheduled to meet an
American vessel in the Atlantic
Ocean 300 miles east of the Virgin Islands for a cooperative
program lasting 10 days.
This will be followed by a
three months' effort, beginning
June 15, 1974, involving research ships from nearly a dozen other nations, along with the
aircraft and other equipment
deployed from 'the Galapagos
Islands in the Pacific 0..e.an to

southern Tanzania in Africa.
The venture will be the main
effort so far in an over-all international program called
Global Atmospheric Research
Program, or "GARP" for
short.
The acronym for the equatorial project is "GATE"—
"GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment."
GATE will be concerned with
transport of energy from the
lower levels of the atmosphere
into the upper levels.
The United States is paying
$10 million of the $40 million
tab. Funding agencies are the
NSF, the Commerce Department's National Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
and NASA.
Countries providing ships or
aircraft include Brazil, Canada,
Colombia, France, Germany,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the
United States and the Soviet
Union.
Other countries participating
include El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Kew
ya, Tanzania, Uganda, Nicaragua, Niger, Panama, Peru,
Senegal, Sudan, Upper Volta
and Venezuela.

Rev. Paul Wanger
Is Church Speaker
At Calvary Temple
Rev. Paul Wenger, pastor of
the Calvary Temple, located on
U.S. Highway 641 South, will
speak on the subject, "The
Source of Real True Freedom,"
at the eleven a.m, worship
services on Sunday, July 1. His
scripture will be from John
8:36.
Sunday School will be held at
ten a.m. with classes for all
airs. Buel E. Stalls, will open
the Sunday School.
At the 7:30 p.m. services on
Sunday, Wayne and Kathy
Perrin will be singing and
preaching.
The entire congregation of
Calvary Temple extends an
invitation
to the public to
worship with them at their
services.

Regular Services
At First Baptist
Church On Sunday

Rev, Richard E. Walker,
minister of the First Baptist
Church, will be speaking at
both the 10:45 a.m. and 6:30
p.m.services on Sunday, July 1.
Assisting Rev. Walker in the
morning services will be Bro.
G.T. Moody, minister of
education, and Edgar Shirley,
deacon of the week.
(Continued from Page 1)
Special music at both serprograms should be built to vices will be by the Adult Choir,
provide young people with directed by W. Rudolph
, Miss Rebecca Dublin will be
adequate
chances for dealing Howard, minister of music.
worship leader with James
with emotion and feeling on a They will sing "The Lord Is In
Rudy Allbritten and Henry
day-by-day basis by providing His Holy Temple," and "Create
Holton serving as elders.
physical activities, sports, in Me A Clean Heart,0 God," at
Melanie Roc. will be candle
games,creative arts and crafts, the morning services and "All
(Continued from Page 1)
lighter.
scientific experiments and the That Thrills My Soul," at the
roll tax increase But RepubliDeacons and deaconesses
evening services.
use of humor.
cans warned of a presidential
serving will be Henry Fulton,
Miss Eula McCain will sing a
Dr. Morgan delivered four
veto
because
of
the
uncovered lectures
Mrs. 0.B. Boone, Jr., Miss
during the two-day solo, "My Faith Has Found A
costs.
Rebecca Dublin, B.D. Hall, Don
conference. A
native of Resting Place," at the evening
As they prepared for the new
McCord, W.C. McKeel, Dr.
Greenville, S.C., Dr. Morgan service. Mrs. John Bowker is
conference
today,
Democratic
William Seale, Kenneth Sinreceived his undergraduate organist and Mrs. J.D. Rayburn
strategists worked on a plan to
clair, and Fred Wells. Greeters
degree at Furman University is pianist.
salvage
most
elements
of
the
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sinin 1940, his masters at the
Sunday School will be held at
bill,
including
the
Social
Securclair, Auburn Wells, and Voris
University of Chicago in 1943, 9:30 a.m. and Church Training
ity provisions.
Wells
and his doctorate at the same will be at 7:30 p.m.
House resentment against the
Dr. Dean D. Freetly,
The church will have a church
A service of installation of all
institution in 1946.
Senate
for
psychology
at
stacking
unrelated
church board members, both professor of
written more than 60 wide picnic at the Jonathan
He
has
College, Nash- elements on the original bill
incoming and already on the David Lipscomb
books, pamphlets and special Creek Baptist Assembly on
played a part in the defeat of
church board, will be held at the ville, Term., will be speaker at
articles related to child study Wednesday, July 4, with
the original measure.
both
at
10:40
a.m.
and
services
morning worship services.
and education, and is con- recreation to start at two p.m.,
"We are being cynically maThe youth of the church will six p.m. at the Seventh and
one of the nation's followed by a basket supper at
sidered
nipulated," Rep. Barber B.
meet at three p.m. at the church Poplar Church of Christ.
foremost authorities on human six p.m. and lakeside service at
Conable
Jr,
R-N.Y.,
The
Nashville
man
will
be
told
the
to go to Benton for a skating
7:30 p.m.
development.
serving the church each Sunday
Party •
through the
months of July
and August.
"The Command Is Go...!"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. David C. Roos at the
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
July 1, at the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ).
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Len Whitmer :with Miss
Nancy Luther as organist, will
sing the anthem, "He Is Our

(Cad:hoed from Page 1)
to buy, or a minimum at which
to sell.
After one of the Murray
agents receives an order over
the phone, they call the St. Louis
office wire room, which is
"Dean will be tripped up by
relayed from there to the exthe logs I kept of all meetings,"
change floor. Then a floor
the Christian Science Monitor
broker takes the order, gets an
quoted Ehrlichman as saying.
execution, fills the order, and
In the television interview
transmits back that the ceder
Ehrlichman acknowledged he
has been filled.
had responsibility for the White
The local firm sends out
-House team investigating leaks
monthly statements or checks,
of national security informaand certificates of stock are
tion. But he claimed he had no
issued by the respective
advance knowledge that the
companies.
team planned the 1971 burglary
An unusual feature of the
of the office of the psychiatrist
Simon firm is that they have no
of Pentagon papers figure Danminimum order, and as little as
iel ElLsberg
one share of stock may be
bought or sold.
Ehrlichman appeared on CBS
Yarbrough holds a B.11—ig
program "60 Minutes" and was
erenomics from the Uniwardty
Interviewed by correspondent
of Illinois, and a nadir's
Mike Wallace in a session
degree in business adtaped Thursday.
ministration from Murray
Dean admitted to Senate
State. He,as well as Moyer, has
questioners that he was heavily
completed a six months training
involved in the coverup. But he
course, at the New York Stock
said he was acting on the orExchange.
ders of Haldeman and EhrlichThere are a lot of bargains on
man. In his testimony Dean
the market now," Yarbrough
also disclosed that the White
(Continued from Page I)
said. He notes the direct
House maintained a list of the
they
--correlation between changes in for the hostages because
President's political enemies
Worship services will be held
anything to the
the market and national news hadn't done
and that pressure was put on at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. on Sun.
from
as
sources
such
him to come up with a plan to day, July 1, at the First United
"They could have picked
--Watergate, gold, and dollar
harrass them through tax au- Methodist Church with Dr.
someone to voice their opinions
prices abroad.
'Ails, investigations and other James Fisher, Sr., pastor, as
for them or they could have had
the speaker.
steps.
officials or
The stock exchange has a a meeting with
Dean said Ehrlichman knew
His subject will be "What
newspaper." Mrs.
,budget plan designed for the written a
of the enemies list. Ehrlichman Does America Mean" at both
added.
Gains
said, 'That's something that services. Church School will be
• inveStar, where as little
Mrs Gaines said that she was developed totally outside of held between the morning
as $40 every three months, may
some
there should be
be invested. Yarbrough em- thought
my sight and hearing."
worship hours.
reform in the prisons.
Senate testimony established
The Junior and Senior High
phasized that the Murray office
Next Thursday or Friday the that FBI logs of wiretaps on Youth Fellowship groups will
handles mainly what would be
Ledger & Times roving reporter government employes and meet at 6:30 p.m. Sunday in the
considered small accounts.
For whatever the reason, will be in the Central Shopping newsmen ended up,in Ehrlich- church social hall.
from whatever the source, Center.
man's White House safe but he
Read the Ledger & Times, said be never authorized or erMurray.s quite fortunate isdeed to have such an sweet to—the become familar with the issues, dered the Wiretapping Of neira-7-community as the branch office and you might be in "What's men's telephones,
Your Opinion" next week.
II
0
•
of I.M Simon and Company.
Dean testified repeatedly that

Opinion . . .
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"They've had the application
since at least March," Ritchie
said, "but no one has come to
us and said, 'Hey, we can help
you in a few months if you can
hang on for a while.' Now,
we're bailing out," he said.
Funeral homes here say
they're losing about $1,000 a
month while continuing to run
ambulances. And their vehicles
fall far short of government
guidelines.
If funding were obtained for
the already-approved new service, nine radio-equipped units
with trained personnel manning
them 24 hours a day would
service an estimated 100,000
persons in Mingo and Wayne
counties in West Virginia and
Martin and Pike counties in
Kentucky.
Cost of the new service reportedly would exceed $200,000
in its first year.
"We were all so sure this
project was going to be funded," Ritchie said. "We've attempted to find out what the
delays are all about, but no one
wants to talk to us."
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mr. Oralee Elkins of Route
One Almo is a patient at
Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah where he will undergo
surgery? on Monday, July 2. His
room is 305

Morgan . . .

House . ..

Dr. Freetly Is
Churcn Speaker

Dr. Freetly has his B.A. from
Abilene Christian College, M.A.
from Harding College, and Ed.
D. from the University of
Illinois. He began his preaching
at Bristow, Okla., in 1950, and
has written articles for the
Gospel Advocate. Christian
Leader,
and
Christian
Chronicle.
The song service will be,
directed by DoreMaley, and the
announcements will be made.'
by Tommy Carraway.

To Assure Continuing
Dependability
And Economy
In Our Funeral .$eryice
We Are Digontritruing—
ulance Service
Effective July 1, 1973

Services Are Today
At Local Chapel,
For. Herbert Brinnkiiveral-services—for Herbert
Brinn will be held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John Dale officiating.
Active pallbearers will he
Dwain Burkeeri,Chad Turnbow,
Thomas Lee, Jerry Lee, Purdom Parks, and Charles Turnbow. Honorary pallbearers will
be Perry Hendon, Marvin
Swann, Harley Roberson, Jim
Garrison, James Thurmond,
Keys Keel, and Hafford Bean.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill.Funeral Home
Brinn, age 56, died Thursday
at three p.m. at his home, 809
Waldrop Drive,-Miirray. He had
retired in August 1967 from the
Ryan Milk Company', Inc., due
toill health. He was the son of
the . late Charlie and Clydie
Richards Brinn, and a member
of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
The Murray man is survived
by his wife, Mrs Dorothy
Bu-keen Brinn, who he married
May 17, 1941; one son. Dwight
Brinn and his wife, Wyorrna. of
Murray Route Two, three
sisters, Mrs Ralph Womack of
Eldorado, Ark.. Mrs. Dewey
Turnbow of Murray Route
Seven, and Mrs Tulon Turnbow
of Columbus. Ohio, one aunt,
Mrs. Charles Dimple ) Brown
of Birmingham, Ala
FREE DOGS
Eight Bird dog puppies are
free to persons for pets. For
information call 436-2150.

Notice is' be

v4mee4,
•—the
•

given that, effective
mate the operation
of public ambulance servic

104(1

ir

*

Order

of the

In

order to maintain an th,beue
bulan
pay for
lances themselves, purchase modern and
comprehensive emergency equipment. absorb
the maintenance cost of this equipment,,
and employ trained attendants to be on call
•24 hours a day. tiew government regulations
will almost certainly push operating expenses even higher. To perpe4ate the service in the Nee of steadily rising costs would
inevitably lead to an increase in the cost
of the funeral serv ice we provide.
serviceTii is necessary to

Q0
(DEteP.

Furthermore, we have found that rising
demands for ambulance service have reitthed
proportions that endanger the fulfillment
of our professional responsibility: serving
the bereaved.

Bather than allow.the situation outlined
here to develop any further..-we
_nifl,discen—
tinue khe operation. of our _lisainilance.livers
e sincerely feel'that this action is in the

best interests of all concerned. -

The J. H.Churchill
Funeral Horne
ur Generations Of Family Service Since 1883
753-2411

-

